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Abstract 

The purpose of this thesis is to find out how the industrial policy has contributed to a 

sustainable development of the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry. The three aspects of 

sustainable development are examined to assess the effect of the policies implemented. 

The social aspect is examined by valuing a salmon and trout license which is the political 

instrument that allow production and control the production capacity. A license is estimated 

to be worth 93.706.366 NOK. The government has generally sold and awarded licenses at far 

under their market value throughout history and this represent lost resource rent that could be 

distributed to society. Thus, the distribution of wealth is not optimal in a social perspective. 

The environmental aspect is examined against the Porter Hypotheses which concern the 

relationship between environmental regulations, innovation and competitiveness. 

Environmental regulations have managed to direct resources at reducing waste and investing 

in green technology. In addition, the R&D policy has been characterized by high public 

financing which have resulted in many innovations, especially early on.  

The economic aspect is examined through an industry analysis that shows the development in 

revenues, prices, profitability, historic growth and contributions to GDP. The economic 

development has been characterized by high volatility due to variations in the price. However, 

the profitability is on average quite high and the industry have grown faster than many other 

industries in Norway. In addition, the policy concerning how production increases have been 

awarded is analyzed in relation to consistency and predictability. The main conclusion is that 

the way production increases have been awarded has been unpredictable which in turn 

increases the overall risk in the industry.  

Sustainable development has overall been achieved through a combination of strict 

environmental regulation and high public financing of R&D.  However, future production 

increases should be based on a policy rule with clear and objective environmental indicators 

as a basis to ensure that future growth is environmentally sustainable and do not harm the 

long-term profitability in the industry.  
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Norway is the world’s largest producer of salmon and trout and the industry is one of the most 

important export industries in Norway. The Norwegian coast provides a natural advantage for 

salmon aquaculture production with its length of 83.000 km. The history of Norwegian 

seafood is long and traditionally fisheries have been the most important source of seafood. 

Production of farmed salmon and trout has increased with 570.000 tons from 2005 to 2013 

making it the most important source of seafood in Norway. More than 150 countries import 

seafood from Norway every year and Norwegian seafood is internationally known for its high 

quality. 

The Atlantic Ocean gives rise to large production of seafood due to clean water and the Gulf 

Stream that ensures good natural conditions for fish farming along the Norwegian coast. Fish 

farmers and researchers have through practical knowledge and formal research developed 

methods and technology to farm a range of different species in the coastal areas. The primary 

driver and the one with the highest commercial potential of these species is salmon.   

The salmon aquaculture industry has had a high historic high growth up until now and the 

industry has the potential to grow even more in the future. Norway is entering a time where 

oil and gas no longer are expected to be the primary driver of growth in the economy. Many 

believe that salmon aquaculture industry can grow become a greater driver of growth in the 

economy and at the same time be a contributor to increasing the worlds food supply without 

minimal use of land. In contrast to oil and gas, fish is a renewable resource, which can 

continue to be an important source of revenue for Norway in the future.   

1.2 Research question 

The Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry is subject to a strict industrial policy in Norway. 

The main official purpose from the government is to ensure and promote sustainable 

development in the industry. Sustainable development is comprised of economic, 

environmental and social sustainability. The purpose of this thesis is to explore if the 
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industrial policy in Norwegian salmon aquaculture has contributed to ensuring sustainable 

development and to give policy recommendations based on the findings. Therefore, the 

research question is: 

“How has the industrial policy in salmon aquaculture in Norway contributed to sustainable 

development of the domestic industry?” 

The following subordinate research questions are applied to elaborate the problem statement: 

“What is the value of using natural resources to conduct aquaculture and how has the return 

on natural resources been distributed to society?” 

“Why is industrial policy needed in the industry?” and “how has the industrial policy 

balanced economic, environmental and social sustainability? 

The questions above are quite hard to investigate as it is difficult to control the variables that 

have an impact on the industry. In addition, the time and resources available for the project 

have limited the different possibilities for information gathering and consequently the 

analysis. Therefore, secondary sources like reports, public statistics, government documents 

and news articles are used to examine the questions.  

1.3 Delimitation 

The focus of the thesis is industrial policies in the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry 

and how the government has contributed to sustainable development of the industry. The 

industrial policy is mainly concerned with the food fish part of the value chain which is why 

hatchery is not included.  

Sustainable development is, as mentioned above, comprised of economic, environmental and 

social sustainability. Therefore, the policies and regulations that have had the greatest impact 

on the industry are analyzed in detail to assess whether or not they have contributed to 

sustainable development.  

Further delimitations are specified in each section where it is required. 
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1.4 Structure of the thesis 

Chapter 2 presents the industry and its history. The different laws and regulations are 

presented along with central concepts that are vital for understanding the rest of the thesis.  

Chapter 3 is an industry analysis that shows the historical development of the industry in 

economic terms. The purpose of this chapter is to show why salmon aquaculture is important 

for Norway and thus the government.  

Chapter 4 starts with introducing industrial policy as a general concept. Afterwards, the 

industrial policy in Norway is thoroughly presented to give the reader a picture of why the 

industry need industrial policy and what it is comprised of.  

Chapter 5 estimates the value of a salmon and trout license and set this in the perspective of 

social sustainability.  

Chapter 6 presents a theory that link environmental regulations to increased competitiveness. 

Selected aspects are then analyzed in the context of the theory. 

Chapter 7 presents a theory that connects the consistency of policymaking to the outcome of 

the policies. Policies concerning production increases and growth are thereafter analyzed in 

depth. 

Chapter 8 contains a discussion of the findings and relates it to sustainable development. 

Policy recommendations are given based on the findings followed by a brief conclusion.  

1.5 Methodology 

A research philosophy relates to the development of knowledge and the nature of that 

knowledge1. The philosophy that is adopted is important because it contains assumptions 

about the way the researcher views the world and therefore affects the research design chosen 

and the methods used to gather knowledge2. Thus, understanding and choosing a philosophy 

is an important step in planning and carrying out research. The philosophy provides structure, 

                                                           
1 Saunders et al, 2009, p. 107 
2 Saunders et al., 2009, p.107 
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guidance and possible limitations to following decisions and ultimately the way a researcher 

can collect and analyze data to create valid findings. 

The research paradigm that is most applicable to this study is the functionalist paradigm. The 

functionalist paradigm is located on the objectivist and regulatory dimensions3. The study has 

a regulatory perspective because it seeks to explain how the industry are regulated and offer 

suggestions as to how this may be improved. The research philosophy which provides the 

basis for the research is pragmatism. Pragmatism argue that the most important determinant is 

the research question, that is, the philosophy allows the researcher to choose a view that is 

best fit to answer the research question4. Pragmatism argues that either or both objectivism 

and subjectivism are valid ways to provide acceptable knowledge5. Objectivism focuses on 

how a law (the social phenomenon) impacts a group of people (social actors). On the other 

hand, subjectivism believes a new law is the product of the behavior of the group of people it 

now has an impact on6. Therefore, different perspectives can be used to help interpret the 

data. Both quantitative and qualitative methods are used to examine the research question and 

multiple views are used to answer the research question. The thesis focuses on how the 

industry has developed and sees this in relation to the industrial policy implemented by the 

government. At the same time, it is recognized that some policies have been implemented as a 

result of the behavior of the industry. Thus, a pragmatic philosophy is applied.  

This thesis is based on an inductive way of resolving a research question. The research started 

with collecting and gaining knowledge about the phenomenon of interest and then finding 

theories that could explain the findings. Further, the findings are analyzed to assess to which 

degree it is in accordance with the theories.  

A case study research strategy is chosen to explore the phenomenon of industrial policy in 

salmon aquaculture. A case study allows for doing research which involves an empirical 

investigation of a phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources of evidence7. 

                                                           
3 Saunders et al., 2009, p. 120 
4 Saunders et al., 2009, p.109 
5 Saunders et al., 2009,p. 119 
6 Saunders et al., 2009, p. 119 
7 Saunders et al., 2009, p. 146 
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This strategy has an ability to provide answers to questions such as “why?” and “how?”. 

Therefore, this type of study provides a good fit to the exploratory research of this thesis. The 

data used in this thesis are both of qualitative and quantitative nature collected from 

documents and different public databases. Mixing these two different types of data 

strengthens the credibility of the thesis and some of the limitations of each individual method 

can be offset.   

The purpose of this thesis is to explore how the industrial policy has affected the sustainable 

development of the industry. The information used is collected over time and published over 

time by other researchers and institutions and is re-used in this thesis. Therefore, the study is 

longitudinal in nature as changes over time are observed.  

The quantitative data is mainly retrieved from the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries 

(hereafter referred to as the Directorate of Fisheries) and Statistics Norway. In addition, some 

data are collected from different research projects and reports. The qualitative data is mainly 

retrieved from government documents, reports and news articles. Government documents 

include white papers, laws, regulations and strategy documents. 

1.5.1 Reliability and validity  

The credibility of research findings is why a good research design is important. That is, a 

good research design reduces the possibility of getting the answer wrong8. The two central 

concepts of credibility are validity and reliability. Reliability refers to the consistency of a 

measure. That is, to which extent the data collection techniques or analysis will yield 

consistent findings. This study combines document studies and quantitative data to answer the 

research question. The reliability in this study can mainly be threatened by observer error and 

observer bias. Observer error can occur in missing or wrong recordings of data. The 

quantitative data in this study is considered to be reliable as public institutions in Norway 

have a record of being reliable. The Directorate of Fisheries publishes a profitability analysis 

of the Norwegian food fish producers every year. The analysis does not include all companies 

in the industry, but rather a large representative sample. The results in the analysis are 

                                                           
8 Saunders et al., 2009, p. 156 
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generalized to the industry in this study, which is a weakness as it would be preferable to use 

a dataset which included the entire industry.  

Validity is concerned with whether or not the findings of the study really are about what they 

seem to be about9. The most common question in this regard is to ask whether or not two 

variables actually have a causal relationship. This study relies on the assumption that actors in 

society will initially follow the laws and regulations set by the government and thus in some 

way or another be affected by these. Historic data and information is used to assess the effect 

of industrial policy on the industry. Trend patterns before and after the policies are 

implemented are analyzed to try and determine whether or not the policies have had the 

intended effect and ultimately contributed to sustainable development. The validity is mostly 

threatened by the noise in the quantitative data, as many other variables that are difficult to 

control for affect the different datasets. Therefore, qualitative data is also used to strengthen 

this aspect. 

The findings in this study will generally not be generalizable as the characteristics in one 

industry often are different from another. Consequently, the policies implemented are 

specifically tailored to the industry, which makes it difficult to generalize. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Saunders et al., 2009, p. 157 
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2.0 Presentation of industry 

The Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry is and has been characterized by being regulated 

by different laws throughout time. This chapter begins with a short historical introduction of 

the industry and laws and legislations which applies to the salmon aquaculture industry.  

Further in the chapter the regulations in the industry will be introduced, the main externalities 

will be presented and finally the market, the main competitor and the different interest groups 

will be made known. The purpose of this chapter is to give the readers a good indication of 

how the industry functions and give the reader a sound basis for further reading and 

understanding of the thesis.  

2.1 History 

The evolution of Norwegian salmon farming can be divided into three phases; the pioneering 

phase that lasted until the early 1970s, the breakthrough- and growth phase that lasted until 

1991 and concentration and restructuring from 199210. In the early years, around 1960, 

Norway only experimented with farming of harvestable salmon but in only a few decades 

Norway created the world’s largest salmon aquaculture industry.  

Ever since its’ beginning, the salmon aquaculture industry in Norway has been characterized 

by strong control and regulation by the authorities. Since 1973, the industry has been 

regulated by licenses. The first permanent breeding law came in 1985 and it stated that the 

licenses would be limited by m3 of water volume. Additional restrictions were implemented 

in the 1990s regarding how much fish feed an owner of a license could buy. In 2005, all of the 

old laws were replaced by the Aquaculture Act of 2005 which set new limitations for licenses. 

The most important change was the introduction of maximum allowed biomass (MAB) which 

regulates how much live fish is allowed at any time in the sea per license. Thus, the MAB-

system replaced the old limitations of water volume and fish feed quotas. 

2.2 Laws/Legislation 

The Lysoe Committee was appointed by the government in 1972 to determine what the 

salmon aquaculture industry could become for Norway. The appointment of the Lysoe 

                                                           
10 Norges Fiskeri-og Kysthistorie, 2016 
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Committee marked the beginning of state involvement in the industry. The committee wanted 

the state to be actively engaged in the industry, stimulating development, and limit access of 

capital intensive investors so that the industry could serve political goals in the districts11. In 

addition, the committee suggested that the government should contribute in turning salmon 

aquaculture into an industry, and at the same time control and regulate it in line with clear 

political goals.  

The first temporary law that dealt with salmon aquaculture came in 1973. The intention of the 

law was to strengthen the industrial base in the costal and fjord areas. Furthermore, the law 

introduced a licensing scheme to ensure a balanced growth12. The authorities could in this 

way monitor the development of production, sales and social factors. After the licensing 

scheme was adopted in 1973, Norway has had regulations that have limited the amount of 

salmon that could be produced per license. The purpose of production regulations has varied 

from adapting the total production to the market to limiting the industry’s influence on the 

local environment13. To begin with, the license scheme resembled a registration scheme, and 

until 1977, virtually all license applications were granted.  

The government issued a white paper in 1980 where they suggested implementing the main 

proposal from the Lysoe Committee; a coastal industry model, local ownership and deliberate 

use of licenses to develop the industry in weak industrial areas. A white paper is an 

authoritative report or guide that informs readers about a complex issue and presents the 

issuing body’s philosophy on the matter. The first permanent law regarding salmon 

aquaculture came in 1981. The purpose of the Act of 1981 was “…to ensure that the 

aquaculture industry can achieve a balanced and sustainable development and become a 

profitable and viable rural industry”14. Licenses should not be granted if there was a risk of 

spread of disease or contamination, unfortunate placement or bad technical standard on the 

facility or if social interest implied license denial. Thus, the requirements related to being 

                                                           
11 Holm et al., 2015, p. 23  
12 Norges Fiskeri-og Kysthistorie, 2016 
13 Norges Fiskeri-og Kysthistorie, 2016 
14 Andersen et al., 2005, p.149 
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granted a license changed, but most of the applications were nonetheless approved as before. 

Overall, the Act of 1981 gave a solid foundation of state control over the industry.  

The Act of 1981 also marked the beginning of a new policy where licenses were granted 

through license rounds which occurred irregularly. The Act of 1981 was open to interpretation 

and a new permanent act regarding salmon aquaculture was announced in 1985 which 

contained certain liberalization and an increased focus on profitability. However, the regional 

policy intentions and objectives of local drifting still stood strong15. 

Until June 1991, the act of 1985 put clear limitations on the industry structure, where no 

individuals could have a majority interest in more than one license. The industry had endured 

a period of large and growing problems. Increased international competition lead to lower 

prices, illness caused extensive losses and many firms went bankrupt as a result16. Companies 

that managed to survive wanted to acquire the licenses belonging to the bankrupt companies, 

and therefore pushed for a change in the law regulating ownership of licenses. Then, in the 

end of 1991 a new regulation made it possible for non-locals to have majority interests in a 

salmon farming company and it was possible to have controlling interest in more than one 

fish farm. 

Feed quotas were introduced in 1996 as an addition to the restrictions already existing at the 

license level in Norway; density level (65 kg/m3) and volume limitations (usually 12.000 

m3/license)17. The feed quota scheme was only applicable for salmon. This arrangement 

contributed to a more direct and state managed salmon production. The feed quota scheme 

was a consequence of the EU’s repeating dumping charges against Norwegian salmon.  

The Aquaculture Act of 2005 replaced all previous laws regulating the industry, and it most 

notably introduced the MAB-system with the purpose of ensuring sustainable growth in the 

future.  

                                                           
15 Osland, E., 1990, p.37  
16 Nystøyl et al., 2013 
17 Osland, E., 1990, p. 24 
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2.3 Sustainable development 

To ensure sustainable development have been the overall purpose of the laws regulating 

salmon aquaculture since 1981. The purpose of the Aquaculture Act of 2005 is as follows: 

“The law shall promote the aquaculture industry’s profitability and competitive advantage 

within the frames of a sustainable development, and contribute to industry development in the 

coastal areas”. Thus, sustainable development is at the center of the industrial policy in 

salmon aquaculture in Norway.  

 
Figure 1: UNs model for sustainable development 

Source: St. Meld. nr. 16, 2015 

UN defines sustainable development as development that meets present needs without 

comprising the ability of future generations to meet their needs18. Further, sustainable 

development can be split up into three aspects; social, economic and environmental 

sustainability. It is the government’s premise that the salmon aquaculture industry in Norway 

should grow and that the growth should be sustainable. This implies that further development 

of the industry has to happen in a manner that perceives the nature’s function and productivity 

to ensure future generations ability to satisfy their needs19. Thus, all policies need to weigh 

the impact on the three aspects to ensure a sustainable development. For example, policies 

that allow the industry to produce as much as they want can create irreversible damage to the 

                                                           
18 FN-sambandet, 2016 
19 St. meld. 16, 2015, p.18 

Social

EconomicEnvironmental
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environment which in turn can hurt future economic growth potential. Also, social aspects 

must be considered so future generations get the same opportunities as the ones before.   

2.4 Regulations 

The salmon aquaculture industry is subject to regulations that control the allocation of 

licenses, quantitative restrictions on production, constraint on resale of licenses and restriction 

on emissions from farms. Licenses and the MAB-system are presented below as these two 

overall have the biggest impact on the production. The regulations and other regulations are 

further elaborated in chapter 4. 

2.4.1 Licenses 

The Aquaculture Act of 2005 changed how licenses restricted production capacity from how 

much m3 volume of water it was allowed to have in the facilities to maximum allowed 

biomass. That is, restrictions changed from controlling input in production to restricting how 

much live salmon could be in the water per license at all times.   

The first license granting round after the introduction of MAB occurred in 2009. In 2008 

there were 76 small companies with 1 – 9 licenses that participated in the Directorate of 

Fisheries annual profitability analysis for salmon and trout producers20. The government and 

the Norwegian Seafood Association recognized that small firms were in need of more licenses 

in order to maintain a viable production. On that basis, the government decided to prioritize 

new entrants in the industry and small companies to support small business. A total of 69 new 

licenses were granted in the 2009 after several rounds of complaints and reallocations21.  

The last license round in 2014 granted 45 new green licenses on redemption of 35 previously 

issued licenses22. That is, in order to be granted one of the 35 licenses one had to exchange 

one old license into two new green licenses. Thus, 35 old licenses were transformed into 35 

green licenses in addition to the 35 new licenses. The new green licenses were an action taken 

by the government to provide increased growth and an incentive for salmon and trout 

                                                           
20 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2010 
21 Fiskeri- og kystdepartementet, 2008 
22 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015a 
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producers to engage in more environmentally friendly production, given the industry’s 

challenges around sea lice and escapes23. 

2.4.2 Maximum allowed biomass 

The feed quotas were abolished with effect from 01.01.2005, simultaneously it was decided 

through the “Salmon Allocation Regulations” that both volume-limiting and density 

constraints should be replaced in favor of maximum allowed biomass. 

The given MAB determines how much live fish one can have in the sea at any time. The 

MAB-level for a standard license (12.000 m3) was set at 780 tons (65 kg x 12.000m3). The 

Aquaculture Act of 2005 § 24 and Aquaculture Operations Regulations § 44 require that 

producers report biomass to the authorities24. MAB is not the same as the company’s 

production capacity (tons produced per year), which is due to several reasons. The most 

important reason is that farmers set out fish at different times (cycles) and continuously 

slaughter fish that is harvestable. In addition to the license capacity, the carrying capacity of 

the locality and farmers’ skills will determine how many tons of fish that can be produced per 

license per year. 

A company that holds several licenses will have a total biomass ceiling for all their licenses 

within each of the regions set by the Directorate of Fisheries. This means that when 

registering biomass every month the biomass ceiling is laid as the basis for the allowed level. 

Permission to operate farming activities also includes the right to engage in one or more 

specific geographical locations. Approved locations are also assigned a maximum allowed 

biomass which limits how much fish can be at the location at all times. According to the 

regulation of locations there can be a maximum of four localities tied to one license, and if 

two or more licenses are co-located, all of these can be tied to a maximum of six locations25. 

                                                           
23 Fiskeri- og kystdepartementet, 2014 
24 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2014a 
25 Andersen et al., 2005, p. 114 
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2.5 Disease and escape 

2.5.1 Disease 

The industry is today primarily faced with two major problems, disease and escape. Large 

outbreak of diseases may cause the population to die or force the farmers to slaughter the fish. 

There is therefore great focus on keeping the fish healthy because risk of infection in the 

cages is high. Disease leads to a direct economic problem for farmers through prevention and 

control, it affects the quality of harvest salmon and it contributes to a negative reputation of 

the salmon aquaculture industry26.  

Sea lice are the parasite that causes the most damage in the salmon aquaculture industry, and 

despite over 30 years of research it is still a major problem. Sea lice, Lepeophtherius salmnis, 

is a natural saltwater parasite and the occurrence of this parasite, in both wild and farmed fish, 

has increased sharply in line with the growth of salmon aquaculture as an industry in 

Norway27. To prevent the lice from spreading the producers are bound by law to limit the 

amount of sea lice in the cages. There exist several biological treatment methods to keep the 

level of sea lice at a low level, but the treatment is not effective enough to work alone, which 

is why the industry has to supplement the treatments with chemical products.  

An environmentally friendly and reasonable action is the use of cleaning fish in the cages to 

debug farmed salmon28. The cleaning fish eats lice directly from the fish. The problem with 

cleaning fish is that it handles cold-water bad, and will either be ineffective or die during the 

winter. In 2014 the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry used over 30.000 tons of 

hydrogen peroxide (a method used to control sea lice) which was four times more than in 

201329. The reason for the increased use is that sea lice are becoming less sensitive to the 

drugs. Preventive actions are therefore increasingly important in combating sea lice. 

                                                           
26 Torrisen et al., 2013, p. 171 
27 Norwegian Environment Agency, 2015 
28 Norwegian Environment Agency, 2015 
29 Ekern, 2015 
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2.5.2 Escape 

The escape of farmed salmon and trout is one of the major threats to the genetics of wild fish 

and one of the largest problems in the industry to date. The cause of escapes is mostly due to 

technical and operational failure on the production facilities. Extreme weather also influences 

escapes through damage on the cages. Short-term problems associated with escapes include 

the spread of diseases and parasites30. Long-term problems arise when the escaped salmon 

find their way into rivers and spawn with the wild salmon31. This changes the genetic make-

up of the wild salmon and generally leads to lower production in the rivers. Farmed salmon 

are bred on characteristics like fast growth, resistance to diseases, meat color and fat content, 

and stems from a limited number of wild salmon populations32. This gives little genetic 

variation among farmed salmon which is negative for wild salmon as variation is important to 

increase the adaptability of the wild populations.  

2.6 Different ways to produce 

2.6.1 Traditional open sea based farming 

The traditional way of conducting salmon and trout farming is to use an open cage system 

which has been an important determinant of the success for Norwegian salmon aquaculture. 

The technology is quite cheap and exploits what the industry refers to as the natural advantage 

in Norway; namely the access to fresh and clean sea water. This technology ensures that the 

sea water in the cages is continuously replaced due to the open solution, and it is quite easy to 

move the cage to another location. 

2.6.2 Offshore farming 

Offshore farming is a quite new concept that is based on fish farming in offshore areas that 

are unsuitable for farming with the traditional open sea based farming solution. The different 

solutions range from building a gigantic sea farm ship to building a large salmon cage. Most 

of the solutions are designed to produce approximately 10.000 tons per year, which roughly 

corresponds to the production volume from 8.5 licenses33. The advantage with these solutions 

                                                           
30 Asche & Bjørndal, 2011, p. 40 
31 Asche & Bjørndal, 2011, p.40 
32 Norwegian Environment Agency, 2012 
33 Thonhaugen, 2016 
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is that they vastly increase the space available for aquaculture production and the emissions 

from the production are spread to a larger area.   

2.6.3 Closed sea based farming 

Closed sea based farming is defined as a facility for production of fish that has a closed 

physical barrier that separates the environment where the fish is from the surrounding 

environment34. There is quite high interest for these types of cages as they allow for increased 

control over the factors affecting production, such as temperature, escape, risk of algae, sea 

lice and jellyfish. In addition, closed cages in the sea have lower energy costs of moving 

water compared to land based solutions.  

2.6.4 On-land farming 

Through the 70s, 80s and 90s several experiments were introduced with the aim of farming 

fish on-land, both internationally and in Norway. The development did however encounter 

several problems, most of which centered on costs related to pumping water, crisis 

preparedness and winter damage on the fish35. The development of land-based farming has 

only increased since the 90s, and most of the research and development is focused on 

Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS), which focuses on reusing most of the water 

already in the facility.  

2.7 Market and competition 

The competitiveness of an industry is dependent on the businesses value creation, which 

depends on internal restructuring in the companies and replacement of consisting businesses 

in the industry36. The products produced in the salmon aquaculture industry are generally 

homogeneous, and it is therefore difficult to obtain price premiums on products sold. 

Therefore, the competitiveness in the industry is based on being cost-efficient, that is, 

producing at the lowest cost. The market usually prefers fresh salmon, which increases the 

cost of logistics compared to frozen salmon (circa 97 % of all Norwegian exported farmed 

salmon was fresh in 2015). Thus, low logistics cost is an important competitive advantage, 

                                                           
34 Iversen et al., 2013, p. 8 
35 Iversen et al., 2013,p. 9 
36 Liabø et al., 2007, p.2 
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and is the main reason for Chiles natural domination in the American market, and Norway’s 

in the European market. The logistic cost is small for frozen products and is therefore not that 

dependent on the location of the producer. 

2.7.1 Aquaculture in Chile 

Chile is the second largest salmon producing country in the world and the biggest competitor 

to the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry. Optimal temperatures and good locations 

contribute to decent growth among many different species. Salmon aquaculture started in 

earnest in the 1970s in Chile and today salmon is, by far, their most exported product. The 

development of modern salmon farming occurred somewhat later in Chile than in Norway 

and the Chileans took advantage of the technological development which had happened in 

Norway37. Many Norwegian firms chose to establish in Chile due to strict Norwegian 

regulations regarding establishment and ownership structure, and thus supplied Chile with 

both capital and knowledge.  

The laws have been relatively liberal in Chile both when it comes to industry structure, 

environmental demands and the use of medicine38. These factors have contributed to a rapid 

growth in Chile. The mindset in Chile has from the beginning been industrial and marked 

oriented. The industry has been highly geographically concentrated, mostly due to a 

combination of infrastructure and nature given conditions39. 

Chile distinguishes between two types of approval in regards to aquaculture. Authorization is 

allocated by Subsecretaria de Pesca which is somewhat the same as Norway’s Ministry of 

Trade, Industry and Fisheries. Approved authorization applies in an indefinite time period and 

is tradable, transferable and can be rented out40. A license is allocated by the defense/marine 

and is a permit to use national sea area to conduct aquaculture. There is no remuneration or 

license price but one has to pay a yearly fee and there are not restrictions regarding the 

                                                           
37 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 50 
38 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 50 
39 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 50 
40 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 50 
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number of licenses41. The geographical location is tied to the licenses and there are not 

volume- or density restrictions tied to the licenses.  

Due to a highly liberal political environment regarding aquaculture, and especially regarding 

the environmental impact, the industry has faced big problems. The most known example is 

when the Chilean salmon aquaculture industry was exposed to an outbreak of infectious 

salmon anemia in 2007. The outbreak caused direct losses of approximately 2 BUSD, 

production fell to half and tens of thousands lost their jobs. The epidemic marked the end of a 

period where the industry’s priority was production and sales and where the government’s 

oversight and research did not keep pace with the industry’s growth. There is a consensus that 

the industry grew more rapidly than the government regulations could cope with42. A highly 

liberal policy, good economic performance and few issues in the beginning caused the 

government to have little considerations toward the limitations of the biological system in the 

coastal areas43.  

2.8 Interest groups 

The Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry consists primarily of firms, public institutions 

and different interest groups. These interest groups are mainly organizations put together by 

either the state or of collaboration between private firms. There also exist groups that are 

primarily concerned with the environment, such as Bellona and the North Atlantic Wild 

Salmon Fund. Some selected groups are presented below to showcase how different interests 

are organized and their primary goals. 

2.8.1 The Norwegian Seafood Council 

The organization works closely with the Norwegian fisheries and aquaculture industry to 

develop markets for Norwegian seafood. The council is financed by the industry through a fee 

on all exports of Norwegian seafood, and aims at increasing the value in foreign markets. The 

main strategies they use to reach their objective are market insights, market development, 

                                                           
41 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 50 
42 Alvial et al., 2012, p. 25 
43 Alvial et al., 2012, p.25 
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market risk management and reputational risk management in selected markets around the 

world44. 

2.8.2 The Norwegian Seafood Association 

The Norwegian seafood association (NSL) was established in 1995 with the aim of attracting 

the fishing, aquaculture and seafood processing industry of Norway in order to promote their 

common interests. The NSL is comprised of small and medium size enterprises which include 

fish farmers, landing and harvesting companies, fish product producers, exporters, 

wholesalers and retailers45. 

2.8.3 Norwegian Seafood Federation 

The Norwegian Seafood Federation represents the interest of approximately 500 member 

companies. The member companies cover the entire value chain in fisheries and aquaculture 

sector, from the fjords to the dinner table. The federations main services to members range 

from promoting policies and legislations that benefits members to advising members on 

issues ranging from health, environment and safety to representing employers in joint 

negotiations46. The federation is part of the confederation of Norwegian Enterprises. 

2.8.4 The North Atlantic Wild Salmon Fund 

This is an ideal organization that cooperates with the North Atlantic Salmon Fund to save the 

wild salmon. They do this mainly by providing input and pressuring politicians, media, 

professional bodies and the salmon aquaculture industry. In addition, the fund provides 

economic support to projects and organizations that can help or improve the situation for the 

wild salmon. One of their highest priorities is to move fish farming into closed facilities47. 

 

 

 

                                                           
44 Norwegian Seafood Council, 2016 
45 Norwegian Seafood Association, 2016 
46 Norwegian Seafood Federation, 2016 
47 Reddvillaksen, 2016 
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3.0 Industry analysis 

This chapter presents the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry in a historical perspective 

where the main focus will be on how the industry contributes to Norwegian value creation 

and employment. First, companies and an overview of the distribution of licenses will be 

presented. Further, the chapter will address the industry’s revenues, the production and sales 

and profitability. Lastly, the industry’s contribution to GDP, its exports, value creation, 

employment and secondary effects will be presented. All these aspects are important to 

introduce to allow the reader to get an understanding of why the industry is important in 

Norway. Also, the historical development is naturally an important part of assessing the 

industrial policy. 

3.1 General 

The production of salmon and trout in Norway have increased substantially since the 1970s 

and amounted to approximately 1.1 million tons in 2014. Norway is the worlds’ sixth greatest 

aquaculture producing nation, after China, India, Vietnam, Indonesia and Bangladesh. 

Compared to other industries, the seafood industry, and especially the aquaculture industry, 

has a value creation per full time equivalent (FTE) which is greater than the average value 

creation per FTE for mainland Norway (excluding oil and gas).  

The supply industry plays an important role in the aquaculture industry, with sale of central 

inputs like fish feed, and a wide range of equipment and services. The secondary effects from 

the aquaculture industry in terms of value created increases when the supply industry 

increases. In addition, the supply companies also affect the innovation activity with 

development in equipment and spread of knowledge regarding best practice and new 

technology.  

3.2 Companies  

The salmon aquaculture industry has changed its structure and gone from many and small 

companies towards a more diverse structure with both small and large companies. Table 1 

below shows that the ten largest companies account for 71% of the overall market share in 

terms of production volume in Norway.  
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Number Company 
Harvest 

(tons) 

1 Marine Harvest 258.000 

2 Salmar 141.000 

3 Lerøy Seafood 133.000 

4 Cermaq 53.000 

5 Nordlaks 38.500 

6 Nova Sea 38.000 

7 Grieg Seafood 37.500 

8 Alskaer Fjordbruk 35.500 

9 Norway Royal Salmon 22.500 

10 Sinkaberg-Hansen 20.500 

Total 
Top 10 767.000 

Production share top 10 71% 
Table 1: Top 10 companies in the salmon farming industry in Norway  

and their production volume in tons in 2014 

Source: Marine Harvest, 2015, p. 27 

Even among the ten largest companies we see a large spread in size in terms of harvest. For 

example, the three largest companies in Norway account for approximately 532.000 tons, 

which amounts to around 50 % of total production in Norway.  

Number of firms in the industry split up by size 

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Small firms 65 53 56 55 55 

Medium firms 9 9 8 9 7 

Large firms 27 30 30 27 26 

Number of licenses owned by different firm size groups 

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Small firms 220 183 197 195 185 

Medium firms 56 60 70 87 62 

Large firms 394 414 367 406 438 
Table 2: Number of firms split up by size and the number of licenses these firms own  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2012 and 2015a 

In table 2 above, small firms are defined as firms with 1 – 9 licenses, medium firms with 10 – 

19 licenses and large firms with more than 20 licenses. The table underpins the development, 

where small firms held 220 licenses in 2010 and 185 in 2014, while large firms increased 

from holding 394 licenses in 2010 to 438 in 2014.  
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3.3 Licenses 

Salmon and trout farmers were only allowed to own one license each in the inception phase of 

the industry, thus the number of licenses corresponded with the number of farmers. However, 

this changed through liberalization in 1991 which allowed firms to own more than one 

license. 

Figure 2 below show the development in the number of licenses outstanding, the number of 

companies operating in the industry and produced volume in the industry. Note that the 

figures are based on the selection in the profitability analysis from the Directorate of 

Fisheries. The selection can be viewed as representative for the industry. 

Figure 2: Number of companies, licenses and production volume  

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The figure clearly shows that the number of licenses has increased, while the number of firms 

has decreased, further strengthening the fact that the industry has become more concentrated. 

Thus, the total production volume allowed by the government has increased through the 

increase in licenses and the introduction of the MAB-system. In addition, table 2 also 

indicates that the industry is becoming more concentrated. There are no official numbers 

which are available for the public regarding how many licenses each company possesses, but 

the overall development can be seen by looking at the average number of licenses per firm. 

The average number of licenses per firm has increased from 2.6 licenses in 1999 to 7.8 

licenses in 2014.  
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3.4 Revenues in the industry 

The average revenue in the industry give support to the fact that companies is getting 

increasingly larger, but also that the economics have become more solid in the industry. The 

average revenue in the industry provides an understanding and figure 3 below show the 

development in average revenue in the industry. The figure is based upon the profitability 

analysis from the Directorate of Fisheries.  

Figure 3: Average revenue in the industry 

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

 

The real increase in average revenue started in the mid-1990s which is when the effect of the 

liberalized ownership restrictions came into place. The average revenue per company have 

increased substantially since 2003 when it was 37 MNOK. In 2014, the average revenue per 

firm had increased to 363 MNOK48. In comparison, the company with the sixth largest 

revenues of the Norwegian companies, Norway Royal Salmon, had revenues of 

approximately 2.600 MNOK in 201449. Norway Royal Salmon only has production in 

Norway and almost its entire revenue stems from the sale of salmon and trout. Therefore, the 

numbers are comparable. Again, the difference from the average firms to the large firms is 

quite high and the large increase in average revenue both reflects higher concentration in the 

industry and a higher overall production. 

                                                           
48 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 
49 Norway Royal Salmon, 2015, p 12 
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3.5 Growth in production and sales 

Norway produced 60 % of all salmon in the world market in 2013. Table 3 shows that 

Norway accounted for 72 % of the total increase in production from 2005 to 2013. 

Country 2005 2013 ∆ 2005-2013 in % 
% of total 

increase 

Norway 574.000 1.144.000 99% 72% 

Chile 385.000 468.000 22% 11% 

UK 120.000 158.000 32% 5% 

Canada 108.000 115.000 6% 0.9% 

Faraoe Islands 17.000 73.000 329% 7% 

Australia 18.000 41.000 128% 3% 

USA 10.000 20.000 100% 1% 

Ireland 12.000 11.000 -8% 0% 

Russia -  10.000 - 1% 

Iceland 7.000 3.000 -57% -1% 

Other 1.000 1.000 - 0% 

Total 1.252.000 2.044.000 63% 100% 
Table 3: Global production of salmon in tons 2005-2013  

Source: Nærings- og fiskeridepartementet, 2015, p. 12 

In the period 2005 – 2013 the produced volume of salmon has increased from approximately 

574.000 to 1.144.000 tons in Norway, and although the level has been rather stable the last 

couple of years the export value has increased a lot due to a significant increase in price in 

2013, which is amplified in 2014. The Food and Agriculture Organizations (FAO) report 

“Agriculture Outlook 2013” expects world fisheries production to expand to a total of 181 

million tons by 2022, of which 85 million tons will come from aquaculture50. The Norwegian 

Seafood Federation estimates that Norway has basis for producing 2.7 million tons’ salmon 

and trout in 202551. The production target is based on the need for approximately 37 million 

tons of new seafood in the world by 2030, and the fact that countries with certain nature given 

advantages must take responsibility to reach such a goal52. In addition, the federation bases 

the growth goal on average historic growth in Norway. Figure 4 below show the development 

in produced and sold salmon in Norway from 1986 to 2014. 

                                                           
50 OECD, 2015, p. 80 
51 Fiskeri- og havbruksæringens landsforening, 2012, p. 4 
52 Fiskeri- og havbruksæringens landsforening, 2012, p. 4 
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Figure 4: Total production and total sales of salmon in tons  

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The produced and sold amount of salmon has increased steadily in the period. There has only 

been one real period of decline which lasted more than one year, from 2000 to 2003. That was 

a period characterized by falling demand and consequently an all-time low price of 16.4 NOK 

per kg salmon. The annual average growth rate in salmon production was 14 % in the period.   

3.6 Profitability and costs 

The profitability in salmon aquaculture is very volatile to changes in the salmon price. 

Therefore, the measured mean profitability from the profitability analysis conducted by the 

Directorate of Fisheries has fluctuated considerably from 1986 to 2014. The operating margin, 

which is operating profit divided by operating income, gives a good indication of profitability 

in the industry. The operating margin reveals how much a salmon and trout farmer earns per 

100 NOK in sales revenue. The development in average operating margin in the period 1986 

– 2014 is shown in figure 5. The operating margin has fluctuated sharply the last 30 years, 

and it has also been negative in two periods. The industry has then operated at a loss, meaning 

that earnings have not covered the costs.  
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Figure 5: Average operating margin and production cost per kg  

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The average production cost per kg salmon is also illustrated in figure 5. In the analyzed 

period the production cost varies from approximately 15 – 35 NOK per kg. The cost 

regarding fish feed is the largest cost and accounts for around 50 % of the production cost per 

kg. Other production costs can be related to smolt, insurance, salaries, depreciation and other 

operating costs. A change in the variables like an increase in the price of fish feed can create 

big fluctuations in profit per kg and in that way affect the total profit. The production cost per 

kg steadily declined until 2005, after which it has seen a steady, albeit slow, increase. The 

increase in production cost is due to several reasons, but the most important reason might be 

cost due to prevention and treatment of sea lice and disease. These problems can in addition 

lead to reduced growth (e.g. it takes more time for the fish to become ready for harvesting) 

and thus increases the use of fish feed53. The different production variables are presented in 

greater detail in chapter 5. 

Figure 6 below show that the sale price of salmon greatly fluctuates which has a direct impact 

on profits. Profit per kg is calculated as sales price per kg salmon subtracted production cost 

per kg salmon. The profit per kg is naturally interrelated with the operating margin showed in 

figure 6. The sales price and profit per kg have a correlation of 0.1756 during the entire 

period. However, the correlation increases to 0.8934 from 2000 to 2014. The main reason is 

that the production cost is continuously falling before year 2000 and is more stable in the 

                                                           
53 Iversen et al., 2015, p. 15 
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following years. The production cost per kg declined with more than 50 % from 1986 to 

2000. The salmon industry is such no firm is large enough to set the price and the product is 

mainly homogenous (although refining is possible). Therefore, the companies are price takers 

and can to a large extent only influence the cost side of operations which the figure clearly 

indicates. 

 
Figure 6: Average sales price per kg, average production cost per kg and average profit per kg 

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the average return on total assets per company and 

the price of salmon. The same relationship as above is also prominent her, namely that the 

correlation increase between the two after year 2000. 

 
Figure 7: Average return on total asset per company in the industry  

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 
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The industry’s profitability compared to other industries in Norway is also interesting, as an 

industry with above average profitability often attract investors and increase the investment 

level in the industry. This can increase the secondary effects the industry creates, in addition 

to possibly increasing both volume (through innovations as a result of R&D) and the 

profitability in the long run. Figure 8 shows the return on total assets in different industries in 

Norway from 2007 to 2013, including the whole of mainland Norway. Note that all financial 

companies are excluded, such as investment banks. In addition, salmon and trout return on 

total assets are based on the profitability analysis from the Directorate of Fisheries, while the 

others are based on numbers from Statistics Norway. 

The figure clearly show why oil and gas have been such a dominating industry in Norway, 

and in this period the oil price was very high except for a short period during the financial 

crisis. The only industry of the ones presented which in periods has been close to the same 

return as oil and gas is salmon and trout, but it is very sensitive to changes in prices. These 

two industries are quite the same in the manner of being price takers in an international 

market controlled by supply and demand. Further, salmon and trout are generally providing 

higher return than mainland Norway, industry and the information sector which all are much 

more stable on a lower level. 

Figure 8: Return on assets in different industries 2007 – 2013  

Source: Own creation, number from Statistics Norway (2016c) and Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries (2015b) 
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3.7 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

Achieving economic growth is always one of the most important objectives of any 

government in any country. Therefore, it is often important for governments to identify 

industries that contribute to economic growth in order to choose the right industrial policies 

for such industries. The gross domestic product (GDP) is the favored way of measuring 

economic growth in a country. In 2013, the aquaculture value chain contributed 35 BNOK, 

whereas 17.9 BNOK came directly from aquaculture. Salmon is the dominant source of value 

creation in aquaculture. Due to higher price on salmon and trout this number is expected to 

increase over the next few years54. 

To be able to understand an industry and why it is important for society and consequently for 

the government an analysis of its size and growth in value creation is important. The national 

accounts in Norway do not separate fishing and aquaculture, but it gives a good illustration of 

the industry’s size compared to the rest of the economy. Figure 9 shows the absolute size of 

the industry in current prices relative to oil and gas, industry, agriculture and forestry and 

information and communication in 2015. In addition, each sectors percentage of total GDP is 

found on the secondary axis.  

Figure 9: Absolute size GDP and % of total GDP per sector in 2015  

Source: Own creation, with numbers from Statistic Norway, 2016d 

The fisheries, hunting and aquaculture is quite small compared to the other sectors, except for 

agriculture and forestry. The sector contributed 29.932 MNOK to GDP (without secondary 

                                                           
54 Nærings- og fiskeridepartementet, 2015, p. 13 
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effects) which amounts to 1.04 % of total GDP in Norway in 2015. On the other hand, oil and 

gas contributed 510.093 MNOK to GDP which corresponds to 18.26 % of total GDP in 

Norway in 2015. The numbers can indicate that fisheries, hunting and aquaculture is too small 

to affect GDP and employment in a larger scale today. However, the historic growth and the 

potential for future growth and the distribution of jobs are important to show why the industry 

is important in Norway. 

In the years 1970 to 2015 the annual average growth in contribution to GDP for the fisheries, 

hunting and aquaculture sector was 5.03 %55. Most of the growth stems from increased 

production of salmon and trout. In comparison, the annual average growth in GDP for 

Norway as a whole was 3.02 % in the same period56. Table 4 illustrates the effect a 5 % 

growth in fisheries, hunting and aquaculture have on GDP growth if all other sectors 

experience 0 % growth. The calculations are based on GDP data from Statistics Norway in 

fixed 2005-prices. In addition, the same is done for oil and gas, industry, agriculture and 

forestry and information and communication.   

Contribution to GDP growth all else equal in 2016 

  Sector growth GDP effect in % 

Fisheries, hunting and aquaculture 5% 0.052% 

Oil and gas 5% 0.888% 

Industry 5% 0.441% 

Agriculture and forestry 5% 0.047% 

Information and communication 5% 0.265% 
Table 4: Contribution to GDP growth with all else equal  

Source: Own, with numbers from Statistics Norway, 2016d 

The choice of applying a 5 % growth in each sector is based on fisheries, hunting and 

aquacultures annual average growth rate. Table 4 show that, all else equal, a 5 % growth in 

fisheries, hunting and aquaculture result in a GDP growth of 0.052 % per year in 2016. By 

comparison, a 5 % growth in oil and gas result in a 0.888 % growth in GDP. These results are 

not surprising considering the size difference between the sectors.  

                                                           
55 Statistics Norway, 2016d 
56 Statistics Norway, 2016d 
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The historic growth that aquaculture have had since the 1990s is perhaps the most important 

reason for the industry’s increased importance in the future and why it is important to provide 

the industry with a good policy framework moving forward. Figure 10 show the growth in the 

fisheries, hunting and aquaculture, industry, mainland Norway and total GDP for Norway 

with basis in 1970 (1970=100).   

Figure 10: Development in GDP fixed 2005-prices 

Source: Own creation, numbers from Statistics Norway 2016d 

The development in GDP from 1970 to 1990 was somewhat the same for the industry, 

mainland Norway and fisheries, hunting and aquaculture. However, the aquaculture industry 

made several breakthroughs in the 1980s and 1990s with respect to new breeder types and 

fish feed which facilitated a rapid growth. Those innovations have in turn made it possible for 

the government to facilitate more growth through further granting of licenses. The average 

annual growth rate for fisheries, hunting and aquaculture was 7.07 % between 1990 and 2015.   

3.8 Exports of farmed salmon 

Exports have been an important factor contributing to the economic growth Norway has 

endured since the 1990s. In 2015, the Norwegian mainland exported for 406 BNOK whereas 

72 BNOK came from the export of seafood57. This implies that exports of seafood accounted 

                                                           
57 Statistics Norway, 2015c 
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for 17.7 % of all exports from the Norwegian mainland. Figure 11 show how much salmon 

export contributes to the Norwegian mainland export. 

 
Figure 11: Salmon share of mainland Norway total exports 2015  

Source: Own creation, numbers from Statistics Norway, 2015c 

Salmon accounted for 43 BNOK of all seafood export, which means that salmon accounts for 

60 % of all exports of Norwegian seafood58. The largest export markets for Norway are 

France, Poland and Denmark. The export is very important for a small country such as 

Norway where the domestic market often is too small for companies to be internationally 

competitive. Oil has been the foremost driving force behind the economic growth and exports 

in Norway for the past decades, but the industry’s growth is declining and is expected to be 

less important in the future. Thus, it is important to have industries that can replace the 

revenue that will eventually be gone from oil and gas, where salmon aquaculture industry is 

one of the industries that have the potential to do so. 

Norway is the world’s largest producer of salmon. Good climatic conditions and a long 

coastline with cold, clear water and great water-exchange make it particularly beneficial to 

conduct aquaculture in Norway59. Figure 12 shows the five largest export industries in 

Norway. Fish and fish products are the second largest export industry if oil and gas are 

combined together as they often are. These two industries show that Norway exploits its 

                                                           
58 Statistics Norway, 2015c 
59 Laksefakta, 2014 
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nature given advantages and the comparative advantage it provides to create value through 

exports.  

 
Figure 12: Five largest export industries in Norway 

Source: Own creation with numbers from Statistics Norway, 2015c 

3.9 Value creation and employment 

The value created in an industry can be measured in a variety of ways, like its contribution to 

GDP or the total revenues created by the industry. The whole seafood industry is by Statistics 

Norway not classified further down in the national accounts (e.g. the GDP calculations). 

However, the production value, defined as revenues corrected for changes in inventory of 

finished goods, unfinished goods and goods and services bought for resale, have been 

possible to declassify into the aquaculture value chain and fishery based value chain.  

  
Whole Seafood 

Industry 

Aquaculture value 

chain 

Fishery value 

chain 

Production value 2013 2013 2013 

Fish hunting 12.960 - 12.960 

Aquaculture 48.170 48.170 - 

Fish distribution 43.950 9.930 34.020 

Export/trade 4.720 3.210 1.520 

Secondary effects 61.570 37.330 27.310 

Total production value 171.370 98.640 75.810 

Table 5: Production value in different seafood industries MNOK  

Source: Richardsen et al., 2015, p.37 
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The production value in the aquaculture value chain was 98.640 MNOK in 2013, compared to 

75.810 MNOK in fisheries. It is well known that the development in fisheries and aquaculture 

are two different stories. The fisheries sector has to a large extent exceeded the limit with 

regard to the volume they can fish from the sea, and will have to rely on increased prices or 

product innovations to increase the value created in the sector. On the other hand, aquaculture 

can increase its volume produced considerably in the future if the industry is able to overcome 

the issues stopping further growth at the moment.  

The production value in the seafood industry inclusive of secondary effects in other industries 

has more than doubled in the period 2004 – 2013, from approximately 80 BNOK to 172 

BNOK. This implies that the production value has on average increased 8.9 % per year. In 

2013, the aquaculture value chain contributed with 98 BNOK, of which the production value 

from aquaculture directly amounted to 48 BNOK60.  Figure 13 shows the development in the 

value from aquaculture and fisheries from 1992 to 2014. Note that the data in the figure refers 

to “aquaculture” under aquaculture value chain and “fish hunting” under fishery based value 

chain in table 5 above. Also, the numbers are not completely identical as the figure refers to 

the sales value. 

  
Figure 13: Development in sold amount of fish in fisheries and aquaculture  

Source: Statistics Norway, 2016a 

                                                           
60 Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 37 
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The figure clearly depicts that the aquaculture industry has experienced strong growth during 

the period, while the sales value of fisheries has only increased slightly during the period. The 

sales value in aquaculture increased on average by 12.29 % per year, while fisheries increased 

on average by 4.17 % per year in the same period. The figure also indicates that future growth 

in seafood supply will come from aquaculture and not from fisheries.  

The total number of jobs in the aquaculture value chain, measured in FTEs, was 21.420 in 

2013. The value chain of the aquaculture industry includes aquaculture, fish distribution, 

export/trade and secondary effects. Table 6 shows the specific distribution of FTEs in the 

aquaculture value chain in 2013, as well as in the fishery based value chain and the seafood 

industry as a whole. 

  
Whole Seafood 

Industry 

Aquaculture value 

chain 

Fishery value 

chain 

FTEs 2013 2013 2013 

Fish hunting 8.140 - 8.140 

Aquaculture 5.700 5.700 - 

Fish distribution 9.700 2.660 7.040 

Export/trade 1.360 910 450 

Secondary effects 23.900 12.150 12.870 

Total FTEs 48.800 21.420 28.500 
Table 6: Number of FTEs in different seafood industries  

Source: Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 37 

As the table depicts, secondary effects stood for about half of the FTEs in the aquaculture 

value chain in 2013, amounting to 12.150 FTEs. Thus, the supply industry is an important 

part of the value creation and the distribution of wealth in the aquaculture value chain.  

The aquaculture part of the aquaculture value chain employed 5.700 FTEs in 2013, of which 

2.494 where directly employed in salmon aquaculture as figure 14 below show. These 

numbers might be a bit lower than the actual numbers because the figure is based on numbers 

from the Directorate’s of fisheries profitability analysis which is based on a selection from the 

industry. Figure 14 shows the development in FTEs in the salmon and trout farming industry 

from 1986 to 2014. The graph gives a good indication of the development in direct 

employment in salmon and trout farming.   
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Figure 14: Number of FTEs in the salmon and trout farming industry  

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The number of FTEs was steady from 1986 to 2003 with virtually no increase. The increase 

has been significant from 2003 until 2013 with an increase of 1652 FTEs in the period. Thus, 

it seems that the industry is requiring more labor than before which might be connected to 

more resources being devoted to finding new solutions. Also, the automatization has to a 

large degree stopped since the industry in year the beginning of the century automated a lot of 

the feeding processes.  

The geographical distribution of the jobs is also important in a social perspective for the 

government which has a clear policy of trying to create jobs in the districts. This is also 

helping in distributing the wealth from the use of natural resources to the people and 

communities that live there. Figure 15 below show the geographical distribution of jobs in the 

seafood industry. The jobs are spread out across the entire coastline and practically no jobs 

are located in the Oslo region. For example, over 15 % of the jobs are located in the most 

Northern parts of the country where job creation in general are difficult to achieve.    
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Figure 15: Fraction of employment in the seafood industry 

Source: St. Meld. Nr. 22, 2013 

Figure 16 below shows the value creation per FTE in the six primary industries plus average 

value creation per FTE for the economy in mainland Norway. Fishery and harvest and 

aquaculture have normally had a higher value creation per FTE compared to mainland 

Norway. However, fisheries have decreased from 1.2 MNOK per FTE in 2012 to 0.96 

MNOK per FTE in 201361. Aquaculture, on the other hand, has significantly increased, from 

1.1 MNOK in 2012 to 3.1 MNOK per FTE in 201362.  

The fact that the aquaculture industry has such a high value creation per FTE stems from two 

different factors; 1) the industry have become more capital-intensive and 2) the price of 

salmon increased from 22.93 NOK per kg in 2012 to 33.13 NOK per kg in 2013 on average.  

 

                                                           
61 Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 24 
62 Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 24 
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Figure 16: Value creation per FTE in selected industries in 2013 

Source: Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 25 

Figure 17 below clearly depicts an industry which has gone from being a side activity for 

farmers and fishermen to becoming a more mature industry which relies on research-based 

knowledge. A large-scale change involving automation and increased efficiency have 

occurred during the last 40 years, where innovations such as automated feeding have 

decreased the need for comparatively more people as produced quantum have increased. 

Economies of scale have also been utilized over the years, with the best example being the 

size of the slaughter houses used. A slaughter capacity of 2.000 tons a year was considered to 

be a lot 20 years ago, while the largest slaughter houses have a capacity of around 80.000 tons 

a year today.  

 
Figure 17: Average production in tons per FTE  

Source: Own creation with numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 
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3.10 Specifics on secondary effects 

The secondary effects in the seafood industry are important for the value created in total and 

have increased steadily each year, from approximately 12 BNOK in 2004 to 24.5 BNOK in 

2013. This corresponds to an average yearly increase of almost 8 % per year in the same 

period. Even though these numbers apply to the whole seafood industry, they do imply that 

although the aquaculture industry has a cyclical nature and to some degree the value creation 

fluctuates, it’s growing activity give rise to increased secondary effects in other industries in 

Norway. The obvious reason is that suppliers such as fish feed producers and equipment 

producers are not highly affected by price changes in the short-run, as the fish nevertheless is 

produced. This indicates that the Norwegian aquacultures supply industry is essential and 

have become an increasingly important part in the overall Norwegian Industry. In 2013, each 

Norwegian krone created in the seafood industry created 70 cents in secondary effects to other 

industries in Norway63.  

Figure 18 below show which industry groups receive the most secondary effects from the 

seafood industry. These 16 groups account for approximately 19.4 BNOK, while the rest is 

spread out on other groups in the economy. Not surprisingly, the fish feed industry is the 

largest recipient and have measured secondary effects of approximately 3 BNOK. As 

mentioned earlier, 50 % of the production costs related to producing salmon and trout are fish 

feed costs. One of the groups that might exhibit the most rapid growth in the future is building 

of ships, oil platforms etc. Several of the largest aquaculture companies, like Salmar, Norway 

Royal Salmon and Nordlaks have developed concepts of offshore fish farming. Nordlaks, for 

example, have developed a sea farm ship which is capable of holding 10.000 tons of salmon 

and with a cost per ship of 600 – 700 MNOK64. Thus, investments in the offshore segment 

might increase substantially in the future.  

                                                           
63 Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 16 
64 Thonhaugen, 2016 
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Figure 18: The 16 industry groups with the largest share of secondary effects from the whole seafood industry in 2013  

Source: Richardsen et al., 2015, p. 5 
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4.0 Industrial policy 

The Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry is a strictly regulated industry and is 

characterized by certain specific features which will be introduced in this chapter. The 

beginning of the chapter concerns industrial policy in general where definitions are 

introduced. Further, the specifics of Norway’s industrial policy regarding the aquaculture 

industry will be introduced. The main focus in this section will be on the different political 

instruments the government uses and the instrument used to combat specific externalities.  

4.1 General 

Industrial policy can be defined in several different ways; dependent on whom you ask and 

what your perspective is. For instance, Bianchi & Labory emphasize that the meaning of the 

term has changed over time65. According to the authors, industrial policy until the 1980s 

meant the direct intervention of the state in the economy, while the meaning today indicates a 

variety of policies aimed at stimulating firm creation, agglomeration, and innovative and 

competitive development in an open economy66. Based on this, they define industrial policies 

as “a variety of public actions aimed at guiding and controlling the structural transformation 

process of an economy”67. Public actions are referred to as multiple and varied, ranging from 

defining the rules of the competitive game to favoring the participation and performance of 

some individuals and firms in the competitive game68. Bianchi & Labory refer to this as the 

framework conditions for which economic agents must adhere.  

Rodrik & Subramanian provides a different approach to the subject, and splits industrial 

policy into ‘pro-business’ policy and ‘pro-market’ policy69. They define ‘pro-business’ policy 

as aimed at supporting the development of existing industries and “primarily benefiting 

incumbents in the formal industrial commercial sector”70. Further, the authors define ‘pro-

                                                           
65 Bianchi & Labory, 2006, p. xv 
66 Bianchi & Labory, 2006, p. xv 
67 Bianchi & Labory, 2006, p. 3 
68 Bianchi & Labory, 2006, p. 3 
69 Rodrik & Subramanian, 2005, p. 215 
70 Rodrik & Subramanian, 2005, p. 215 
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market’ policy as policies that stimulate competition and benefit new entrants and consumers. 

The definition provided by Bianchi & Labory is applied in this thesis. 

Industrial policy is a widely used concept before and after the 1980s because it targets market 

failure. Rodrik states that the market failure exists in markets for credit, labor, products and 

knowledge71. Thus, it seems that industrial policy is used to fix or correct problems that the 

market mechanism is unable to handle or problems that de facto is created by the market 

itself. In addition, industrial policy is used to reach certain political goals such as employment 

in rural areas.  

According to the definition above, an industrial policy can essentially be comprised of a 

number of different actions and measure from the government, ranging from stimulating the 

industry to regulating it. Governments have throughout history used several different 

measures to develop, strengthen and protect their national industries in order to increase their 

competitiveness and development. A good example of this is Japans postwar industrial 

policies in the 1940s and 1950s to promote the steel and coal mining industries in the country. 

They used a “priority production system” to ensure that those industries were given 

prioritized access to government capital, foreign-currency holdings and imported raw 

materials72. 

4.2 Competition policy and regulation 

4.2.1 Competition policy 

Competition policy deals with the economics of antitrust and deals with important issues such 

as cartels, joint ventures, mergers, vertical contracts, predatory pricing and price 

discrimination. The European commission states that competition policy is about “allying 

rules to make sure businesses and companies compete fairly with each other”73. In Norway, 

the Competition Authority is the organ responsible for enforcing competition law. For 

example, mergers and acquisitions are prohibited from being implemented until they have 

been notified and reviewed by the Competition Authority.  

                                                           
71 Rodrik, 2008, p. 1 
72 Ishihara, 2009, p. 4 
73 European Commission, 2016 
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4.2.2 Regulatory policies 

Regulatory policies are used by the government when they feel the need to in some way 

control a certain aspect of, in this case, an industry. Regulatory policies have in some way or 

another been present for ages, and can be comprised of a range of different measures and 

laws. OECD defines regulatory policy as “about achieving government’s objectives through 

the use of regulations, laws, and other instruments to deliver better economic and social 

outcomes and thus enhance the life of citizens and business”74. It becomes clear that it is 

difficult to say precisely what is and is not of regulatory nature, but for the purpose of this 

paper regulatory policy will first and foremost be defined as laws and regulations. For 

instance, the practice of granting exploration licenses on the Norwegian continental shelf to 

oil companies is a way of regulating the industry (e.g. the industry is not allowed to look for 

oil wherever they see fit).  

4.3 Technological policy 

Technology policies can shortly be described as governments attempting to stimulate the 

domestic industry to produce or create technological knowledge. The most common 

instrument to achieve the objective are publicly financed research. There exist good 

arguments for substantial public financing of R&D due to market imperfections. These 

imperfections are present in the aquaculture industry where one of the problems is that return 

risk is too high in R&D projects75. 

A prerequisite for the success and possibility of innovation and technology policies is that 

there is access to educated workers and researchers that possess the desired skill set. 

Therefore, it is important to invest heavily in higher education. Education and skill formation 

policies are and were especially important for latecomers, which are countries that are or was 

classified as developing countries. Di Maio found that a high-level education system has been 

a fundamental ingredient in catching-up, and especially policies to increase the number of 

                                                           
74 OECD, 2016 
75 Asche et al., 2012 
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engineers have been important76. A good educational system that manages to provide 

businesses with the knowledge they demand is important also in developing countries.  

4.4 Regional and territorial policies 

A policy that takes into account the local dimension of industrial policy is often called 

regional policies. Such a policy will often be a part of the combined policy the government 

sets in motion for the industry, and relates to local actors and relations. Bellandi & Di 

Tommaso define regional policies as Local Industrial Policy (LIP) in which the general 

principles of industrial policy are applied to a level of localities77. One example where LIP 

can be useful is in relation to externalities, respectively overproduction of negative spillovers 

or underproduction of positive ones78. A possible LIP can be to provide incentives to firms to 

create jobs in rural areas. 

4.5 Trade policies 

Trade policies is to a large extent a determinant in determining the degree of international 

competition domestic firms face, and is thus an important factor in determining the 

profitability of firms and their investment decisions79. Trade policies have in a historic 

perspective to a large extent been characterized by protectionism where the use of measures 

like trade barriers (tariffs) was especially widespread. Most of todays developed and 

developing countries have at some point in time used a protectionist strategy to make it easier 

for the domestic firms to learn, innovate, and grow80. However, since the GATT deal in 1947, 

where countries agreed to substantially reduce tariffs, the trade policies have gone from 

protectionism to free trade, at least for developed countries. Seafood, for example, is 

classified as an industrial product which had an average tariff of 40 % after the Second World 

War, while the average tariff in 2005 were at 3.8 %81. 

                                                           
76 Di Maio, 2009, p. 116 
77 Bellandi & Di Tommaso, 2006 
78 Bellandi & Di Tommaso, 2006 
79 Di Maio, 2009, p. 117 
80 Di Maio, 2009. p. 117 
81 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 114 
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Regional and bilateral free trade agreements are allowed according to the GATT agreement as 

long as it does not increase the trade barriers against countries that are not part of the 

agreement. These types of agreements have become increasingly popular due to the relatively 

easier negotiating climate when fewer and more similar countries negotiate free trade 

agreements. Norway is a member of EFTA and is connected to the EU through the EØS 

agreement. Norway has chosen to focus on these bilateral free trade agreements and have not 

negotiated similar agreements on their own. Chile, on the other hand, has had a strong focus 

on negotiating directly with their important export markets, and was the first Latin-American 

country to achieve a free trade agreement with the U.S. As a consequence of this, Chile has 

had a competitive advantage in the U.S. market. 

The trade policies that Norway leads are governed by their membership in WTO, in addition 

to the membership in EØS and EFTAs free trade agreements82. The most important free trade 

agreement for Norway is the EØS-agreement as 84 % of all Norwegian commodity exports 

went to Europe.  

4.5.1 Trade remedies 

The use of trade remedies is regulated by WTO, and free trade agreements do not guarantee 

protection against remedies. Trade remedies are used to take measures against dumping, 

subsidies and implement compensational measures that are used to equalize these and, in 

addition, temporary import limitations in order to protect the domestic industry83. The salmon 

farming industry have both been threatened with and have incurred trade remedies, which 

increases the importance of the regulations concerning these remedies. 

The two markets where trade remedies have had impact in the past are the European and 

American markets. Norwegian salmon has endured a punitive tax of 26.07 % in the American 

market since the 1990s, which have been important for giving the Chilean salmon industry a 

competitive advantage in the U.S. market84. The punitive tax was introduced as an anti-

dumping and anti-subsidy measure from the U.S. government. The measure was removed in 

                                                           
82 St. Meld., nr.29, 2015, p. 5 
83 St. Meld., nr.29, 2015, p. 92 
84 Liabø et al, 2007, p. 124 
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2012 after a review of whether or not the measure should be continued85. The EU introduced 

a safeguard initiative against Norwegian salmon in 2005, when the European commission 

found that Norwegian exporters were dumping salmon in the European market86. 

4.6 Industrial policy in Norway 

4.6.1 Framework for the aquaculture industry  

The framework for the aquaculture industry in Norway is comprised by social, economic and 

environmental conditions, which all have impact on the activity of a single firm or the sector 

as a whole. These factors cannot be controlled by a firm or by the sector, at least not directly. 

Figure 19 illustrates and categorizes the different conditions that define the actions available 

to industry actors. First and foremost are the production conditions set by nature and the 

marked, both in terms of available inputs (labor, technology/capital, commodities) and the 

final product. Thus, neither the government nor the industry or a single firm has much 

influence over those factors. The government does however have a big impact through the 

economic policy in the country, or public finance as it also is called. In addition, the 

government has great impact through the industrial policy that is specific to each industry, 

and also through public ownership of firms in the industry. The three inner elements are 

defined by government authority and set out to specify, formalize and authorize the 

expectations and demands that the industry is subject to.  

                                                           
85 Fiskeri- og kystdepartementet, 2012a 
86 Liabø et al., 2007, p. 125 
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Figure 19: Frameworks for business activity  
Source: Tveterås et al., 2014, p.27 

Most of the firms operating in the aquaculture industry are dependent on nature in order to 

access important inputs in production. The market for salmon and trout, and in general all fish 

products, is characterized by international competition. This essentially means that the 

Norwegian government cannot impose specific extra costs on the Norwegian industry without 

impairing its competitiveness and consequently the scope of the domestic industry. The 

international aspect of the industry also has the same effect on the government’s possibility to 

subsidize the industry. The case of subsidies is to a large extent regulated by international 

agreements, such as trade agreements.  

Public ownership has in general been an important instrument in the development of the 

Norwegian economy, where companies such as Statoil and Telenor are prime examples. The 

Norwegian state has also been involved with fish farming through ownership in Cermaq (59 

% ownership the summer of 2013) until it was sold to Mitsubishi in 2014. In addition, the 

Folketrydfondet have some ownership in Austevoll Seafood, Cermaq, Lerøy and Marine 

Harvest. The rest of this chapter will focus on the industrial policy aspect of the industry.  
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4.6.2 Policy overview 

Norway is the leading country in the salmon aquaculture industry. There is a clear political 

desire for a strong, sustainable industry and continued innovation in the sector. At the same 

time, the industry faces challenges regarding salmon escape and lice. The government has 

stated: “Norway shall be the world’s leading seafood nation. In order to achieve this goal, we 

must be at the forefront of knowledge in areas such as sustainable use of resources, marine 

environment, climate, product development and market. Therefore, the government will 

strengthen marine research and stimulate change and innovation”87. The government wants 

to facilitate a predictable expansion of aquaculture. A predictable growth will strengthen the 

industry’s competitiveness which will contribute to an efficient use of resources and food 

production, and create safe jobs along the coast.  

The salmon aquaculture industry is a strictly regulated industry, where the government set 

clear limits for operation. Growth in the industry has since the 1970s been regulated by 

different considerations. Early on, regional policy, industry structure and market 

considerations were of great importance for how the industry would grow88. In recent years, 

environmental consideration and the welfare of the fish have become increasingly important. 

The government believes today that environmental sustainability has to be the most important 

prerequisite for controlling further growth in aquaculture.  

The government believes that environmental factors surrounding farms and interaction with 

wild salmon should be central. As a result, regulations to control the health and welfare of 

farmed salmon and trout have been implemented. This is expressed partly through 

requirements for the physical conditions in localities, distance between localities, discharge of 

nutrients and start-up and operating conditions related to fish health, including the amount of 

sea lice on the fish.  

It will require a range of actions to secure operations within the sustainable criterion, and the 

industry is actively working with a variety of actions to address the challenges it faces. 

Technology development will be central, with a focus on genetics and nutrition, improving 

                                                           
87 St. Meld., nr. 22, 2013, p. 10 
88 St. Meld., nr. 22, 2013, p .85 
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methods for lice treatment and better localization of fish farms, as well as improved 

operational practices.  

4.6.3 Sustainability criterion 

Sustainable development is often divided into three parts: environmental, economic and social 

sustainability. Ensuring environmentally sustainable growth is the main challenge for the 

salmon aquaculture industry because the current production technology uses nature as its area 

of production.  

The sustainability criterion set out by the government was designed to establish a framework 

for the salmon aquaculture industry. The criterion includes five focus areas, with associated 

goals of the industry: 1) genetic influence and escapes, 2) pollution and emissions, 3) disease, 

including parasites, 4) use of land and 5) fish feed resources89. The first criterion aims at 

preserving the genetic characteristics of wild salmon, while the second criterion covers the 

environmental conditions nearby the production areas. The third criterion is aimed at limiting 

disease while at the same time use as little medicines as possible. The use of land is quite 

small considering that production mainly occurs in sea based facilities. The use of fish feed 

resources is being covered without overharvesting wild marine resources, and is therefore in 

compliance with criterion five. 

The issuance of a sustainability criterion represents an increasing focus on environmental 

sustainability from the government and illustrates an important point when it comes to the use 

of industrial policy and its role in correcting market imperfections or failures. A profit 

maximizing firm will naturally want to maximize profits today and might not consider all the 

negative externalities high production today can have on future production. In a situation like 

this, the government can use industrial policy, such as the sustainability criterion, to weigh the 

negative impact on the environment against present and future economic opportunities in the 

industry.  

                                                           
89 St. Meld., nr.16, 2015, p. 54 
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4.6.4 Political instruments  

4.6.4.1 License 

License is an instrument that is used to control who, where and how much is produced by 

each single entity and/or the entire industry. As such, a license is an allowance to conduct a 

certain type of activity that due to its nature needs to be regulated. A normal commercial 

license in salmon aquaculture has no expiration date.  

The Aquaculture Act of 2005 is the most important element of the legal framework for 

aquaculture. The general rule is that licenses are required to conduct salmon aquaculture 

production. The amount of new licenses is limited, and there have only been two grant rounds 

since 2005. That is to say, new licenses are given out on an infrequent basis. The decision to 

grant new licenses is a political choice, and throughout time, the granting of increased 

production capacity has occurred at irregular intervals and on terms that vary from time to 

time. Environmental concerns have since the license round in 2009 been most important when 

new growth opportunities are discussed90. Earlier, granting rounds was mainly controlled by 

state economic considerations. 

The main reasons behind this system of licenses are to ensure sustainable growth and to 

protect the environment. The demand for such licenses is great, and the government can 

therefore use this as an instrument to stimulate the industry into production practices that are 

friendly to the environment and increase efficiency. However, the ad-hoc practice of granting 

licenses up until now does creates an unpredictable situation where producers are uncertain of 

both the timing and demands of eventual future licensing grants. Table 7 presents the 

objective and requirements of the last three grant rounds as well as the prices that were set by 

the government. In addition, an estimate of the second-hand market prices after these license 

rounds is presented. 
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License 

rounds 
Objective Requirement 

License price 

(government) 

License price 

(second-hand 

market) 

2002 

Local activity and 

cooperation and 

prioritize female 

owners 

No specific 

requirements 

Fixed fee 

5 MNOK 
30 MNOK 

2009 

Prioritize smaller 

firms (firms who 

own less than 20 

licenses) to 

strengthen small 

and medium size 

firms to maintain a 

varied ownership 

structure.  

Firms who 

facilitate 

processing which 

contributes to 

increased value 

creation and 

employment in 

areas along the 

coast. 

 

Fixed fee 

8 MNOK 
50-60 MNOK 

2014 

Environmentally 

friendly operations 

should be 

prioritized 

Better 

technological 

and/or operational 

solutions which are 

better than those 

used in commercial 

context regarding 

lice and escape. 

Specific 

requirements 

regarding lice. 

Auction 

55 – 66 MNOK 

70 MNOK 
Fixed fee 

10 MNOK 

Table 7: Overview of license rounds 

Source: Own creation 

Applicants must document their financial capacity to implement the measures that lay the 

basis for receiving the licenses they apply for. The applicant or the person responsible for the 

daily operation of the facility has to have an education within aquaculture that satisfies a 

given level. The application has to be sent to the Directorate of Fisheries’ regional office 

where the application for licenses and location are processed91. The Directorate of Fisheries 

decides when licenses are granted and the geographical distribution of these. The Ministry 

may stipulate specific conditions and criteria for granting of licenses.  

                                                           
91 Regjeringen, 2004 
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4.6.4.2 Area and site structure 

In addition to owning a license, the producer must also have one or more approved sites to 

start production. The license determines how many tons of fish that are allowed in the sea at 

any time, and according to Salmon Allocation Regulations § 34 each license can be linked to 

a maximum of four different sites92. However, if a producer has two or more licenses, these 

can be linked to maximum of six different sites. A site cannot be used for breeding activities 

without the prior clearance of the site93. This is a type of LIP (local industrial policy) which 

ensures that economic activity is spread out across different locations to create positive 

externalities in local societies. In addition, negative spillovers such as emission of nutrients 

and organic material from fish farming does not have significant impact on the environment, 

which in part is due to the area and site structure which is decentralized.  

4.6.4.3 Maximum allowed biomass capacity 

As described in section 2.4.2, the MAB restrictions were introduced in the Aquaculture Act of 

2005 and a license is limited to a biomass of up to 780 tons. There were three central 

considerations that played a key role when the Ministry wanted to implement a new 

regulation system for salmon aquaculture production in addition to the fact that the system 

should be a simplification of the regulations at the time; 1) competing interest using areas in 

the coastal zone, 2) sustainable management of the environment, including location’s carrying 

capacity as well as 3) fish health and welfare94.  

The system of MAB was introduced with the intention of creating a predictable regulatory 

system that was easy to comply with and which made it easier for the authorities to control. 

The state use fines when the biomass at any given time is more than the MAB. It is important 

to point out that the MAB-system is a part of the license, and must therefore be considered as 

a specific condition that follows the instrument.  

                                                           
92 Regjeringen, 2004 
93 Regjeringen, 2004 
94 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2003 
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4.6.4.4 Second-hand market for licenses  

The buying and selling of licenses is not forbidden in Norway, but the process is subject to 

some limitations. For example, a sale of license(s) from one company to another requires 

approval from the Directorate of Fisheries. Earlier, a buyer who got access to over 15 % of 

the total allowed biomass in Norway had to get it approved by the Ministry of Fisheries. 

However, no company could control more than 50 % of the total biomass in any of the 

regions of the Directorate of Fisheries95. These restrictions were abolished in 2015 after 

Marine Harvest complained to EFTA Surveillance Authority (ESA) requesting to get it 

removed. ESA monitors that countries are in compliance with the Agreement on the European 

Economic Area in Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway96. Up until then, it was the most 

important policy that regulated competition in the industry, apart from competition policies 

that apply to all business. The primary objective of the regulation was to ensure local 

ownership and production in the districts.  

The remuneration paid for the license is determined before each individual licensing round 

and the fee shall be paid within a specified time limit. The price of a license in 2014 was 

either fixed at 10 MNOK per license or set through a closed bidding auction depending on the 

group the license was in97. The licensing round in 2009 is a prime example of how the 

second-hand market to a large extent diminished the purpose of prioritizing small and 

medium businesses. A survey made by the Norwegian newspaper VG found that 31 out of 65 

(48 %) of licenses granted in the 2009 round were either resold or is owned by large fish 

farmers in Norway98. The 2014 license round prioritized those companies which could present 

better solutions in regard to the environment than the ones currently used in the industry99. 

That is to say, most of the licenses granted in this round went to larger firms than in 2009, 

mostly due to their large resource base and capacity to investment in such solutions. The 

activity in the second-hand market due to the 2014 licensing round has been low or non-

existent compared to the 2009 round.  

                                                           
95 Marine Harvest, 2015, p. 57 
96 EFTA surveillance authority, 2016 
97 Furuset, 2014 
98 Henriksen et al., 2014 
99 Fiskeri- og kystdepartementet, 2012b 
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4.6.4.5 Tax and fees 

Taxes and fees Norway 
General tax and duty levels  

 
Nominal tax rate 25 % 

Opportunities for group contributions 

Growth equation 

Payroll tax 14.1 % 

Balance depreciation 

Wealth tax 

Special duties 

 
R&D-fee 

Export-fee 

Food production fee 

Fees Fees for various forms of supervision and 

approvals made by the Food Safety Authorities 
Table 8: Taxes and fees  

Source: Andersen et al., 2005, p. 126 

Many of the important tasks that have to be done in regard to the salmon aquaculture industry 

in Norway are carried out by the public sector. The industry is required by law to partly 

finance these through different fees. The most important fees are the R&D fee, the export-fee 

and the food production fee. The R&D fee will be presented in section 4.6.4.6 below.  

The export fee is used to finance the Norwegian Seafood Council which main function is to 

market Norwegian salmon in select markets around the world. Exporters must pay a fee of 

15.000 NOK per year in addition to a 0.75 % fee on the FOB (free on board) value of salmon 

and trout.  

The food production fee is a fee that all producers of food must pay in order to finance the 

Norwegian Food Safety Authority. The authority is tasked with ensuring that produced food 

is healthy and in general to promote health, quality and consumer interests throughout the 

chain of production. The organization also promotes environmentally friendly production. In 

2011, the fee was 14.6 NOK per ton of slaughtered fish100. 

4.6.4.6 Research & development policy 

The development of the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry has been heavily influenced 

and supported by public spending on R&D. It is estimated that the total public spending on 

research initiatives between 1988 and 1998 was approximately 2.1 BNOK101. The industry 

                                                           
100 Nystøyl et al., 2011 
101 Jakola, 2006 
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did in addition receive 5.5 BNOK from different state sponsored organizations that is known 

as Innovation Norway today during the last 25 years102. 

The public financing of research in Norwegian fishing- and aquaculture was approximately 6 

BNOK between 1990 and 2002, of which approximately 1.5 BNOK was specifically aimed at 

research concerning salmon and trout103. The Research Council of Norway launched a 

research program named “Aquaculture – production of aquatic organisms” which was given a 

budget of approximately 474 MNOK in the period of 1999 – 2005. Since the Council 

recognized aquaculture as a priority in the future, they decided to launch a new program to 

sponsor and initiate research projects with the aim of securing and developing the academic 

base for environmental and resource effective production of aquatic organisms. The program 

was named “Aquaculture – a growth industry” and had used approximately 1168 MNOK 

from 2005 to 2014104. In comparison, the Research Council was assigned approximately 300 

MNOK in 2015 to use on R&D in the petroleum sector105. 

Public financing of R&D in salmon aquaculture is and has been required due to two main 

reasons. The first reason comes from the fact that small companies with limited resources and 

competences dominated the industry in the early beginning. The fish farmers played a less 

important role in facilitating R&D and their role has historically been to adopt innovations 

from the suppliers to the industry106. Some companies are today large enough and have access 

to financial markets and also competence in the companies to conduct R&D but there are still 

a lot of small producers which are not. The second reason is that there exist classic market 

failures in R&D evident in lack of economies of scale, lack of opportunity to appropriating 

gains, and that the return risk simply is too high107.  

One of the measures employed by the government in recent years was the law that requires 

the industry to pay a R&D fee of 0.3 % of the FOB value. The scheme aims at increasing the 

                                                           
102 Jakola, 2006 
103 Andersen et al., 2005, p.137  
104 The Research Council of Norway, 2015, p. 2 
105 Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2015, p. 3 
106 Asche et al, 2012 
107 Asche et al, 2012 
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industry-oriented R&D activities with the goal of achieving higher value creation. The fee is 

paid to The Norwegian Research Seafood Fund which collected 206 MNOK in 2014. The 

fund support research projects which are deemed to be of interest to solving problems the 

industry faces. 

4.6.5 Externalities 

The production of farmed salmon produces some negative externalities to the environment. 

Sea lice and genetic effect on wild salmon from escaped farmed salmon are currently the 

greatest environmental challenges the salmon aquaculture industry faces. Other major 

environmental challenges are emissions of nutrients and organic material, diseases and use of 

fish feed resources. 

4.6.5.1 Sea lice 

The authorities consider the challenges associated with sea lice so serious that they have set a 

number of requirements to the fish farmers, enshrined in a separate regulation regarding sea 

lice control. The purpose of this regulation is to “reduce the incidence of lice so that harmful 

effects on fish in farms and wild salmon is minimized, as well as reduce and combat the 

development of resistance in lice”108 

The female lice have a great ability to reproduce, and as a consequence the amount of mature 

female lice in the production facilities creates the largest problem. The regulation regarding 

sea lice allows a maximum of 0.5 mature female lice per fish. Before this new regulation 

regarding sea lice came in 2013, the limit of 0.5 adult female lice was a trigger limit, which 

meant that farmers could wait to take action until the limit was exceeded. The new rules, 

however, states that the level of mature female lice per fish at all times must be under 0.5. The 

purpose of the transition from a trigger level to a maximum limit is that farmers now have to 

work more proactively to keep sea lice figures down109. 

There are mainly two reasons behind the states active role in regulating and incentivizing the 

combat against sea lice. The first reason is the impact the industry has on the environment 

                                                           
108 Norwegian Food Safety Authority, 2012 
109 Norwegian Food Safety Authority, 2012 
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through the use of chemicals in the delousing process and the genetic effect on wild salmon. 

This is in effect a classic example of market failure because the firm as a profit maximizing 

entity does not bear the cost (or at least not all of it) of the damage its activity might cause on 

the environment. It is essentially the same argument as using pollution tax against companies. 

The second reason is that the sea lice represent a direct loss for producers and that it prevents 

a higher growth in production volume. This, in turn, is negative for the possible value creation 

in the industry and thus is not optimal from a social welfare point of view. One explicit new 

policy was presented in June 2015 where the state announced a 5 % growth opportunity for 

all existing licenses given that producers manage to keep a maximum sea lice level of 0.2 per 

fish110. 

The Norwegian Food Safety Authority is the organ which enforces the regulations regarding 

sea lice. They operate with daily fines for locations with high density of sea lice in the cages. 

Other measures used is coercive, forced slaughtering and in worst-case police involvement111. 

This represents a huge cost for fish farmers, and it is estimated that the problem cost the 

industry between 1 – 2 BNOK per year.  

4.6.5.2 Salmon escape 

Norwegian fish farmers are actively working towards limiting the amount of escaped farmed 

salmon, and they are required to report escapes immediately. The cause of escapes is mostly 

due to technical and operational failure, in addition to extreme weather. In January 2015 a 

regulation was established which implemented polluter-pays-principle in the salmon 

aquaculture industry112. Through regulation and binding agreements with the industry, the 

salmon aquaculture industry provides financing, planning and implementation of actions to 

reduce the proportion of escaped farmed salmon that find its way into rivers. The industry 

announced a zero vision regarding escapes and has therefore imposed a number of different 

actions, ranging from daily inspections to renewal of equipment113. 

                                                           
110 Lovdata, 2015 
111 Norwegian Environment Agency, 2015 
112 St. Meld. 16, 2015, p. 11 
113 Norwegian Seafood Federation, 2011 
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The NYTEK regulation was enacted in 2003 by the Directorate of Fisheries with the purpose 

of “preventing the escape of fish from aquaculture facilities through securing technical 

standards on the facilities”114. The regulation required that all new facilities from that point 

on had to meet the technical standards in the regulation. In addition, existing facilities were 

required to be in compliance with the regulation by 1st of January 2006115. 

Escaped salmon can also cost the producer and substantially hurt the economic results. The 

following describes a scenario which gives an indication of the cost escaped salmon has for a 

fish farmer. 100.000 fish with an average weight of 4 kg escapes from the facility. Cleanups, 

supplementary work and lost production costs will in total cost the fish farmer approximately 

7.5 MNOK, which equals a cost of over 75 NOK per fish. In addition, if one is to estimate the 

lost revenue, the potential economic loss increases significantly looking at current salmon 

prices. A rough estimation of lost sales revenue indicates that a profit of 20 NOK per kg fish 

increase the potential economic loss by 8 MNOK. This represent a potential loss of 15.5 

MNOK for 100.000 escaped farmed salmon or slightly over 155 NOK per fish116. Also, the 

firm risk being fined from the Directorate of Fisheries.  

4.6.5.3 Contamination and emissions 

The main source of emissions from fish farms is fish excrement and uneaten fish food. When 

it comes to emission of phosphorus and nitrogen in coastal areas, the natural concentration in 

the costal stream stands for approximately 95 % of the total amount of these nutrients. The 

salmon aquaculture industry is the dominant single source for the remaining 5 %. Emission of 

nutrients and organic material can have a negative effect, both locally and regionally. The 

state requires fish farmers to monitor the amount of these nutrients on the seabed under the 

fish farms due to the importance of keeping the levels low. As of today, however, the levels 

do not pose an environmental concern compared to sea lice and escape117.  

All fish farms have an emission permit issued by the environmental authorities. The 

monitoring of emissions and the emission permits issued is tied to the individual facility and 
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117 St. Meld., nr.16, 2015, p. 57 
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the areas surrounding the facility. In addition to emission from nutrients and organic materials 

there occurs emission of drugs/chemicals, mainly associated with medication against sea lice. 

Widespread drug use can cause resistance to the drugs used. Resistance problems can lead to 

both increased use of drugs and change to use drugs that are less favorable for the 

environment. Drug treatments and drug resistance is therefore a challenge in terms of 

environmentally sustainable production.   

4.6.5.3 Genetic effect on wild salmon 

Norwegian authorities stated ambition is to preserve and rebuild wild salmon populations to 

ensure diversity within the species and exploit its production potential. The world’s 

population of wild Atlantic salmon has, however, decreased by 80 % over the past 30 years. 

1/3 of the remaining and vulnerable population is domiciled in Norwegian rivers. Therefore, 

Norway has a special responsibility for sustainable management of Atlantic salmon, and 

Norway has committed to providing special protection through the International Salmon 

Convention NASCO and through its own parliamentary decision118. 

Wild salmon is one of the largest species in the world of sport fishing. The activity generates 

great revenue to landowners and fish right holders and the local community that resides along 

the salmon rivers. The revenue from the wild salmon business in Norway was estimated to 

approximately 1.13 BNOK in 2009, with 380 MNOK from sales of fishing permit and 750 

MNOK in additional services. The business also employs 2500 to 2900 FTEs119. 

The genetic effect on wild salmon when farmed salmon escapes are an important reason 

behind the strict regulation and fines associated with salmon escape. The state must 

essentially take the role as protector of the wild salmon and the environment, while on the 

other hand wanting the salmon aquaculture industry to grow and be a profitable industry. 

Thus, instead of prohibiting fish farming, which at least in theory would be an alternative, 

they impose strict regulations to limit the effect on wild salmon and requiring production to 

be sustainable.  

                                                           
118 Andaur et al., 2012, p. 25 
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5.0 Valuation of a salmon and trout license 

This chapter will introduce different valuation methods and a brief elaboration of the method 

chosen. There will also be a review of the data used in the valuation where major costs will be 

in focus. The value of a salmon and trout license is important in to assess the social 

distribution of wealth. Therefore, the value of a license is connected to the concept or 

resource rent in the end of the chapter. 

5.1 Valuation theory and methods 

The economic literature today offers several different methods to value an asset, each with 

advantages and disadvantages. The feature that characterizes the asset that is being analyzed 

is important in the selection of the valuation method. Due to the scope of the thesis only the 

most common valuation methods is mentioned and only the valuation method that is used will 

be elaborated further. In addition, theory regarding the rate of return will be presented and the 

calculations of this measure.  

5.1.1 Valuation methods 

The literature provides extensive amount of research concerning valuation and has developed 

several different methods of valuating an asset. Valuation methods presented in this thesis 

will mainly be based on literature written by Petersen and Plenborg. There are numerous 

different ways to conduct a valuation and the different methods can generally be classified 

into four groups: present value, relative valuation (multiples), liquidation and contingent 

claim valuation.  

When performing a valuation using the relative valuation approach one estimates the value of 

a firm by applying the price of a comparable company relative to a variety of accounting 

items. Such items can be revenue, EBITDA, EBIT, net income, cash flow or book value of 

equity120. The liquidation model bases the estimate of the firm value on the net proceeds that a 

firm can obtain if it liquidates all its assets and settle all its liabilities121. The contingent claim 
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valuation method uses option-pricing models to estimate the value of firms that share option 

characteristics122.  

The most commonly used valuation method is the present value approaches. The different 

approaches are: enterprise value, equity value, discounted cash flow (to firm), discounted cash 

flow (to equity), economic value added, residual income, adjusted present value and dividend 

discount model. These methods estimate the intrinsic value of an asset based on projections of 

the cash flows of an asset and the discount factor that reflects risk in the cash flow and the 

time value of money123. All the present value approaches are deducted from the dividend 

discount model and therefore yield identical value estimates124. Even though the present value 

approaches yield the same result, one model can be preferred over the other due to attributes 

with the asset or the industry that is valued.    

5.1.2 Choice of valuation method 

Choice of valuation method depends on the information available about the industry and the 

asset. The purpose of this section is to choose a method that can value a license for salmon 

and trout farming for an average firm in the industry.  

As mentioned above, often the most preferred valuation method is the present value approach. 

Cash flow based models use future free cash flow projections and discounts them to arrive at 

present value which in theory gives a more precise impression of expected return from the 

investment. The Norwegian Department of Agriculture recommends the use of cash flow 

based methods when valuing investments within the agriculture industry.  

This valuation is intended to estimate what a license for salmon and trout farming is worth 

and the valuation is therefore quite simple compared to a full valuation of a firm. Also, the 

valuation uses a financial statement for an average company in the industry which is less 

detailed than a full financial statement. The data is from the profitability analysis that the 

Directorate of Fisheries conducts each year. The discounted cash flow to firm model takes 

into consideration the cash flow to both equity and debt and is discounted by a weighted rate 
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of return. The discounted cash flow to firm based methods requires estimates on various 

variables and a high number of variables can create uncertainty in the valuation. Changes in 

variables like sales price, cost, growth etc. could have a major impact on the value.  

5.1.3 Rate of return – weighted average cost of capital 

5.1.3.1 Required rate of return on equity 

In this section, the required return on common equity is determined using the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CAPM). According to Petersen and Plenborg, the CAPM is the most 

commonly used method for estimating the cost of capital in practice125, and defines the 

required rate on equity as 

𝑟𝑒 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑒(𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓) = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑒 × 𝑅𝑚 

The CAPM consists of two market specific measures and one firm specific measure. The 

market specific measures are the risk-free rate and the market risk premium, while the firm 

specific measure is the firms’ beta. Investors are only compensated for the risk that cannot be 

diversified away, i.e. the systematic risk expressed by beta. Assuming that the readers of this 

thesis have an understanding of fundamental concepts of investments, there will be no further 

derivation of the CAPM.  

5.1.3.1.1 Risk-free interest rate 

A risk-free rate is a measure of the return investors can achieve without taking risk. Risk-free 

investments are merely a theoretical concept, as investments considered risk-free, e.g. 

government bonds, still have small amounts of risk such as inflation risk. As the risk-free rate 

is a theoretical concept, it cannot be looked up anywhere directly and it is normal to use 

government bonds as a measure of risk-free rate126. There is great uncertainty tied to how long 

duration one shall use on government bonds, when the different durations have different 

interests. When valuing short-time projects it can be appropriate to use governments bonds 

with short duration. However, a license has no expiration date indicating that long-term 

operations are to be expected. In addition, long-term interests are less sensitive to changes in 
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inflation. Therefore, the interest of a government bond with 10-year duration is the best 

interest to use when valuing a salmon license. The average effective interest rate on a 10-year 

government bond in 2008 – 2014 where 3.19 %127.  

5.1.3.1.2 Market risk premium 

Market risk premium is excess return investors require on their risk investments in relation to 

the risk-free rate. Market risk premium includes risk-free rate, expected return on market 

portfolio and tax. There is no general consensus between theorists about what the market risk 

premium is, but PwC estimates the market risk premium based on surveys of portfolio 

managers, transaction advisory services and investments and valuations of Norwegian 

equities. The survey conducted by PwC gives a good estimate of the market risk premium, 

and PwC Norway has identified a market risk premium of 5 % in the Norwegian stock market 

for 2015, which is the same as in 2014128.  

5.1.3.1.3 Beta value 

The beta value is a measure of the assets market risk. The market portfolio has a beta value of 

1, which is the average measure for listed companies. Thus, an asset with a beta > 1 is riskier 

than the market while an asset with beta < 1 is less risky than the market. Determining beta 

can be done in two ways; predict the beta or use an historical estimate.  

Historical beta is calculated on the basis of historical numbers using regression. Historical 

beta is not always a good estimate on the future fluctuations of an asset. The risk of an asset 

can change drastically if major changes occur in the future. Slowly over time the change will 

appear in the historical beta. Historical beta is also affected by one-time events such as the 

financial crisis.  

The estimated beta is based on financial expectations and business fundamentals as opposed 

to just evaluating historical return. Unlike historical beta, the estimated beta can quickly adapt 

to changes in the asset specifications and the market. However, the estimated beta is to a 

higher degree sensitive to bias in the researcher’s preferences and beliefs.  
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The beta value is depended on the type of industry, the cost structure and how the asset is 

financed. Assets with a very high beta have both high business risk and high financial risk. 

The opposite is true for assets with a very low beta. In periods, fish farming companies have 

had very good profitability, but they have also experienced very poor periods. The variation in 

the operating profit is due to the fact that companies are exposed to business cycles and it is 

hard to adapt the costs in relation to changes in the market price of salmon due to long 

production cycles.  

Historically, the salmon aquaculture industry has been characterized by high risk which 

presumably would result in a high beta value for companies in the industry. However, a look 

at the different salmon farming companies listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange 7th March 2016 

show that the beta value where 1.11 for Grieg Seafood, 0.87 for Lerøy Seafood, 0.69 for 

Marine Harvest, 0.87 for Norway Royal Salmon and 0.77 for Salmar129. However, these are 

five of the largest companies in the industry which might indicate that they are less risky than 

smaller companies in the industry. Therefore, the estimated beta will be adjusted upwards to 

try and reflect the average market risk associated with a license for an average firm in the 

industry. 

As mentioned, the estimated beta is based on financial expectations and business 

fundamentals. The main risks associated with salmon aquaculture are price, long production 

cycle and risk of loss in production. Firms are price takers in the industry which mean that 

they only can affect their cost. For example, the risk associated with loss in production due to 

either disease or escaped fish is larger for a company with 1 – 9 licenses than it is for one of 

the large producers which have over 20 licenses. The risk for the average firm in the industry 

vis-à-vis the market will not be as low as the five companies listed on the stock market. 

Therefore, we have decided to use a beta value of 1.4 to represent the market risk of an 

average firm in the industry today. 
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5.1.3.1.4 Calculation of rate of return on equity 

The rate of return on equity is calculated as follows: 

𝑟𝑒 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽 × (𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓) 

𝑟𝑒 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽 × 𝑅𝑚 

𝑟𝑒 = 3.19% + 1.4 × 5% 

𝑟𝑒 = 10.19% 

CAPM assumes that firms are listed on a stock exchange which is only true for a few 

companies in the industry. Therefore, investors might require compensation due to lack of 

liquidity and demand a liquidity premium on the rate of return on equity. Thus, the liquidity 

premium is tied to future sale of stocks in the company. The liquidity of a license will be 

closely related to the liquidity of the stocks in the firm. 

Periods with lower profits decrease the potential for dividends for investors which are 

assumed to reduce the convertibility in those periods. Regulations limit the possibility to 

move licenses from one location to another which can result in a limited number of 

stakeholders who are interested in buying a license. This again, results in reduced 

convertibility. A great deal of the farming companies are small companies where information 

regarding the company is not public which can create negative surprises for the stakeholders 

resulting in an additional reason to add a premium.  

A liquidity premium of 4 – 6 % can be supported for investments in unlisted firms130. In the 

light of the discussion above, we decided to set the liquidity premium to 4 % on salmon and 

trout licenses. Adding the premium, the rate of return on equity becomes 14.19 %.  

                                                           
130 Gjesdal & Johnsen, 1999 
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5.1.4 Weighted average cost of capital 

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is a method used to estimate the alternative cost to 

total assets. WACC is a weighted rate of return which unites the cost of capital for debt and 

equity holders: 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝐸

𝑉
× 𝑟𝑒 +

𝐷

𝑉
× 𝑟𝑑 × (1 − 𝑡)  

where E is equity, V is equity and debt, D is debt, 𝑟𝑒 is return to equity, 𝑟𝑑 is return to debt and 

t is the corporate tax rate.  

5.1.4.1 Borrowing rate 

The estimate of cost of debt is based on the average nominal lending rate from 2008 – 2014, 

which were approximately 5 %131. In addition, 2 % is added because approximately 30 % of 

the financing is short-term debt and a great deal of this debt is interest bearing debt to credit 

institutions which are assumed to have a higher borrowing rate. In this context, farmed 

salmon is a special case since so much of the cost of capital is tied to current assets. Thus, the 

borrowing rate is estimated to be 7 %.  

5.1.4.2 Market value of equity and interest bearing debt 

The preferred method of calculating WACC is to use the market value of equity and debt. 

However, since the license is based on an average firm in the industry, a market value of 

equity on average is very hard to determine. The profitability analysis from the Directorate of 

Fisheries does however provide the book value of long-term debt, short-term debt and equity. 

Using those that data, the average share of debt and equity from 2008 to 2014 can be 

calculated. 

Average Industry Capital Structure 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average 

Long-term debt 39% 34% 28% 32% 31% 30% 28% 31.68% 

Short-term debt 29% 32% 33% 31% 36% 34% 36% 32.80% 

Equity 32% 34% 39% 37% 33% 36% 37% 35.52% 
Table 9: Average industry capital structure  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

                                                           
131 Statistics Norway, 2016b 
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As table 9 show, the capital structure has been quite stable during the period, which further 

supports the use of the average over the period. Thus, the capital structure used in calculating 

WACC is comprised by 35.52 % equity and 64.48 % debt. 

5.1.4.3 Calculation of rate of return on WACC 

Based on the calculations above, the WACC becomes: 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝐸

𝑉
× 𝑟𝑒 +

𝐷

𝑉
× 𝑟𝑑 × (1 − 𝑡) 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 35.52% × 14.19% + 64.48% × 8% × (1 − 25%) 

 

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 8.91% 

Note that we have applied the regular corporate tax rate of 25 % in the valuation as the 

industry is taxed as any other industry in Norway.  

5.2 Data and forecast 

5.2.1 Choice of data 

The valuation is mainly based upon secondary data that are made publically available by the 

Directorate of Fisheries. This chapter will mainly be based on the Directorate’s of fisheries 

yearly profitability analysis for food-fish production of salmon and trout. The data covers the 

period from 1986 to 2014, but in 2008 they changed their perspective for the analysis from a 

socioeconomic perspective to a business perspective. Therefore, the analysis will be based on 

the years 2008 – 2014. The dataset contains average values for the firms that participate in the 

analysis. The dataset is available in appendix B. In addition, the analytical income statement, 

forecast assumptions and value drivers are found in appendix C – E.  

5.2.2 Sales revenues 

The sales revenues related to a license are comprised of production volume and the sales price 

per kg. The production volume per license has historically increased through the period, from 

1.014.561 kg per license in 2008 to 1.373.209 kg per license in 2014.  
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Year Production volume (kg) 
# firms in the 

population 

Production 

per license 

(kg) 

2008 5.924.652 106 1.014.561 

2009 6.754.761 106 1.084.856 

2010 6.781.502 101 1.022.286 

2011 8.875.713 92 1.242.870 

2012 9.206.725 94 1.365.035 

2013 10.029.311 91 1.326.551 

2014 10.689.182 88 1.373.209 
Table 10: Average production volume per license  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The production volume is forecasted to be the average of the period in 2015 and 2016. The 

reason is that the new green licenses most likely will not increase volume in production until 

2017, after which we apply a yearly growth rate of 4.42 % which is the yearly growth rate 

from 2008 to 2014 on average per firm. Thus, production in 2015 and 2016 is forecasted to be 

1.204.195 kg per license, after which it grows by 4.42 % per year. 

The sales price is the most important variable in valuing a license, and it is also the most 

volatile variable. There exist forward prices for salmon until 2020, which are traded on 

Fishpool, a subsidiary of the Oslo Stock Exchange. A forward price is the predetermined 

delivery price for a commodity decided upon by the seller and the buyer to be paid at a 

predetermined date in the future132. A forward contract has a value of zero at inception as 

future expectations at that moment are reflected in the forward price. Therefore, the forward 

price is a good measure of future prices.  

The average of the forward price found on fish pool from 2015 to 2020 will be used as a 

forecast for the spot price in that time period. Thus, the forecasted salmon price each year is 

estimated to be 36.26 NOK per kg133. The average is used because the market conditions now 

with all-time high prices are unusual and prices have historically been quite volatile.   

                                                           
132 Investopedia, 2016 
133 Fish Pool, 2016 
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5.2.3 Costs 

The production costs in the industry have been relatively stable during the period, but feed 

cost and net operating expenses have increased. In 2012, the average firm had a net operating 

cost of 3.26 NOK per kg, while it in 2014 was 5.54 NOK per kg. The account includes a 

range of different variables, and the Directorate of Fisheries has had problems with separating 

out all costs that are not related to production of fish (e.g. administrative costs and so on). 

However, a possible explanation of the increase might be related to sea lice treatments and 

diseases.  

 
Figure 20: Average production cost per kg produced salmon in 2008-2014  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

5.2.3.1 Fish feed costs 

The fish feed cost has slightly increased since 2008 while the feed conversion rate has 

decreased. The increase is mainly due to an increase in the feed price in the market. Fish feed 

cost is the farmers’ greatest expense and it represents more than half of the total production 

cost per kg produced fish meat. The feed conversion rate measures how much kg of feed is 

needed to produce one kg of fish meat. That is, a conversion rate of one means that one kg of 

fish feed produces one kg of fish meat. Thus, the feed conversion rate is important and the 

lower the rate is the lower the total feed cost become. It is suggested that fish farms should 
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have a feed conversion rate of around one, but it is possible to obtain a conversion rate below 

one when production is at an optimum134.  

Year Feed Conversion Rate 
Feed Price 

(NOK/kg) 

Feed cost 

(NOK/kg) 

2008 1.28 7.80 9.95 

2009 1.28 7.84 10.01 

2010 1.35 8.15 10.97 

2011 1.24 8.88 11.02 

2012 1.21 8.94 10.85 

2013 1.25 9.19 11.50 

2014 1.22 9.68 11.83 

Table 11: Average fish feed cost per kg 

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The forecasted development in feed cost is the product of the forecast in feed price and feed 

conversion rate. The feed price is forecasted to continue to have its historical yearly growth 

rate of 3.14 %. Also, the feed conversion rate has decreased on average by 0.62 % per year, 

which is expected to continue in the forecast period.  

5.2.3.2 Smolt costs 

The cost of smolt has increased during the period, from 2.13 NOK per kg in 2008 to 2.52 

NOK per kg in 2014. Several different factors can affect the cost of smolt, but a report from 

Nofima in 2015 argues that the increase is largely due to strategic choices. For example, the 

farmers set out larger smolt to reduce production time and reduce the exposure to sea lice and 

diseases. Thus, farmers incur increased smolt cost to benefit later in the production process135. 

Year 
Smolt cost per firm 

(NOK) 

Production 

Volume (kg) 

Smolt cost 

(NOK/kg) 

2008 12.604.405 5.924.652 2.13 

2009 13.290.594 6.754.761 1.97 

2010 16.607.989 6.781.502 2.45 

2011 20.167.144 8.875.713 2.27 

2012 19.910.692 9.206.725 2.16 

2013 21.949.758 10.029.311 2.19 

2014 26.908.202 10.689.182 2.52 
Table 12: Average smolt cost per firm and per kg produced fish  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

                                                           
134 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2014b 
135 Iversen et al., 2015, p. 13 
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The smolt cost has increased by 2.43 % on average per year during the period, which is 

expected to continue in the future. Thus, a yearly growth of 2.43 % is applied in the forecast. 

5.2.3.3 Insurance costs 

Table 13 below shows that the insurance cost was 0.15 NOK per kg in 2008 and 0.10 NOK 

per kg in 2014. The cost was quite stable in the years 2008 – 2011 and since 2012 it has 

slowly dropped to 0.1 NOK per kg in 2014. The total insurance cost per firm has increased 

but so has the total production volume and since the production volume has increased more 

relative to the insurance cost per firm, the insurance cost per kg has decreased. Thus, it seems 

that the industry is exploiting economies of scale.  

Year 
Insurance cost per firm 

(NOK) 

Production 

Volume (kg) 

Insurance 

cost 

(NOK/kg) 

2008 897.798 5.924.652 0.15 

2009 940.545 6.754.761 0.14 

2010 1.039.978 6.781.502 0.15 

2011 1.200.119 8.875.713 0.14 

2012 1.107.671 9.206.725 0.12 

2013 1.126.879 10.029.311 0.11 

2014 1.096.912 10.689.182 0.10 
Table 13: Average insurance cost per kg produced salmon 2008-2014  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The insurance cost was on average 0.13 NOK per kg between 2008 and 2014, and it is 

improbable that this will change significantly in the forecast period. Therefore, we forecast 

that the insurance cost will be 0.13 NOK per kg in the forecast.  

5.2.3.4 Labor costs 

Average labor cost has increased since 2008 and so has the production volume. However, the 

labor cost has increased more than the production volume, thus the labor cost per kg has also 

increased. The average annual growth rate in the period is 4.09 %. 
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Year 
Labor cost per firm 

(NOK) 

Production 

Volume (kg) 

Wage cost 

(NOK/kg) 

2008 8.597.139 5.924.652 1.45 

2009 8.811.270 6.754.761 1.30 

2010 11.462.678 6.781.502 1.69 

2011 14.242.190 8.875.713 1.60 

2012 14.249.441 9.206.725 1.55 

2013 18.034.533 10.029.311 1.80 

2014 20.528.302 10.689.182 1.92 
Table 14: Average labor cost per firm, production volume and labor cost per kg  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The cost of labor per kg is expected to continue the development it has had the past 7 years. 

Thus, an annual growth rate of 4.09 % in the cost of labor per kg is estimated in the forecast 

period.  

5.2.3.5 Net operating expenses 

Net operating expenses include what is left when smolt-, feed, vaccination-, insurance-, labor, 

slaughter-, transportation costs etc. have been accounted for. The account is the sum of other 

operating costs, other operating revenues and costs related to other business units. The costs 

related to other business units include everything from maintenance to administration costs136. 

However, net operating expenses can also include costs which cannot be related to production 

of salmon and trout. The reason for this is that under certain circumstances it has been 

difficult to deduct all of the costs related to other businesses. Therefore, net operating 

expenses might be higher than it actually is, implying an upward biased estimate137. Net 

operating expenses have increased a lot since 2008 but due to lack of specification we cannot 

say anything about the reason for this change.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
136 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2014b 
137 Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2014b 
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Year 
Net operating expenses 

per firm (NOK) 

Production 

Volume (kg) 

Net operating 

expenses 

(NOK/kg) 

2008 17.347.747 5.924.652 2.93 

2009 19.837.347 6.754.761 2.94 

2010 22.374.520 6.781.502 3.30 

2011 29.823.570 8.875.713 3.36 

2012 29.987.405 9.206.725 3.26 

2013 55.977.862 10.029.311 5.58 

2014 59.231.772 10.689.182 5.54 
Table 15: Average net operating costs per firm, production volume and other operating costs  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The net operating expenses increased on average with 9.15 % per year from 2008 to 2014, 

which seems to be too high to be sustained in the future. The high growth rate is mainly due 

to the large increase from 2012 to 2013, which was 2.32 NOK per kg. The average yearly 

growth rate without the last two years is 2.15 %, a difference of 7.39 % per year. Therefore, 

an annual growth rate of 2.15 % on net operating expenses per kg is used in the forecast 

period. 

5.2.3.6 Investments in new equipment 

Investment in new equipment accounts for the total investment in the industry. Investment per 

license is investment in new equipment divided by the number of licenses. The level of 

investment per license has fluctuated quite substantially in the period, with a low of 854.375 

NOK in 2009 and a high of 2.117.273 NOK in 2014. The low investments in 2009 can to 

some extent be explained by the financial crisis which limited the access to capital for a lot of 

businesses. Note that these numbers concern the whole industry and not just the sample in the 

profitability analysis. However, the numbers are nevertheless viewed as representative for the 

average firm. 
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Year 
Investment in new 

equipment (NOK) 

Number of 

licenses 

Investment 

per license 

(NOK) 

2008 1.405.338.166 944 1.488.706 

2009 869.753.968 1.018 854.375 

2010 1.245.669.943 1.024 1.216.475 

2011 1.909.498.089 1.024 1.864.744 

2012 1.131.511.343 996 1.136.056 

2013 1.423.806.790 995 1.430.962 

2014 2.142.679.837 1.012 2.117.273 
Table 16: Total investment in new equity in the industry, number of licenses and average investment per license  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The investment level per license is expected to increase in the forecast period, with the main 

reason being an increased need for new technology in the production process. Thus, many 

will need to upgrade the equipment and perhaps also invest in R&D themselves. The average 

yearly growth in investments was 5.16 % from 2008 to 2014, and it is expected that this 

development will continue throughout the forecast period.  

5.2.3.7 Depreciation 

The depreciation is calculated using accounting numbers and is calculated as depreciation on 

intangible- and tangible assets. Table 17 below shows that depreciations have increased from 

2008 to 2014. 

Year 
Depreciations per firm 

(NOK) 

Avg. License 

per firm 

Depreciations 

per license 

(NOK) 

2008 6.427.851 5.84 1.100.731 

2009 6.833.746 6.23 1.097.541 

2010 7.876.677 6.63 1.187.380 

2011 9.697.933 7.14 1.358.006 

2012 10.451.837 6.74 1.549.642 

2013 12.228.584 7.56 1.617.443 

2014 13.516.055 7.78 1.736.369 
Table 17: Average depreciation per firm, license per firm and depreciation per license  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

Depreciations are forecasted to be the average of the period. Thus, the depreciation cost per 

license is forecasted to be 1.378.159 NOK per license per year.  
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5.2.3.8 Net financial expenses 

Net financial expenses are calculated as financial costs minus financial income. Table 18 

below show that net financial expenses per license have decreased over the period. The reason 

for the decrease is that financial income has increased by more than financial costs. The 

average yearly growth rate for financial costs was 1.7 % over the period while financial 

income grew on average with 19.9 % per year. From 2008 to 2014 financial income has 

increased in total with 159 % and is therefore the main determinant for the decrease in net 

financial expenses.  

Year 
Net financial expenses per 

firm (NOK) 

Avg. License 

per firm 

Net financial 

expense per 

license (NOK) 

2008 5.618.657 5.84 962.161 

2009 2.600.721 6.23 417.692 

2010 1.958.658 6.63 295.260 

2011 1.688.461 7.14 236.436 

2012 1.996.132 6.74 295.957 

2013 2.782.216 7.56 367.997 

2014 2.132.809 7.78 273.996 
Table 18: Net financial expenses per firm, average license per firm and net financial expenses per license  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The net financial expenses had an average yearly growth rate of –16.43 % from 2008 to 2014, 

but as table 18 show a lot of the reduction is due to a high level in 2008 and 2009 compared to 

the rest of the period. This seems to be a very high decrease to apply each year, especially 

when the cost has stabilized at around 300.000 NOK per license the last five years. Therefore, 

the average annual growth from the last five years of -1.48 % is used in the forecast period.  

5.2.3.9 Change in Net Working Capital 

Net working capital is defined as current assets less current liabilities. The net working capital 

will be calculated as a percentage of revenues from operations. Table 19 show how much net 

working capital the average firm in the industry has had measured in percentage of revenues 

from 2008 to 2014. 
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Year % NWC of revenues 

2008 46 % 

2009 39 % 

2010 37 % 

2011 42 % 

2012 38 % 

2013 38 % 

2014 38 % 
Table 19: Net Working Capital as percentage of revenues from operations  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The net working capital averaged at 40 % of revenues from operations in the period, which is 

applied in the forecast period as well.  

5.3 Results 

The free cash flow to total assets must be calculated in order to find the cash surplus after tax 

that goes to both creditors and stockholders. The WACC was calculated to be 8.91 %, which 

is assumed to stay constant throughout the forecast period.  In addition, the corporate tax rate 

is 25 % in the forecast period. The growth in the terminal period is set to be 2.5 % 

annually138. It is very difficult to set an indefinite constant growth rate, which is why the 

inflation target of 2.5 % is chosen. The rest of the variables are presented earlier in the 

chapter.  

The value of a salmon and trout license is estimated to be 93.706.366 NOK given the 

assumptions made. The most volatile variable with substantial impact on the value is the 

market price of salmon. Therefore, a table with a 10 % change in the price either way is added 

to show the sensitivity to the price.  

The cash flow calculations are presented in table 20 below:  

                                                           
138 Norges Bank, 2016a 
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Table 20: Cash flow calculations  

Source: Own creation, based on numbers from Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

5.4 Resource rent extraction 

The price set by the Ministry on the licenses since they started requiring remuneration in 2002 

have generally been set too low compared to what the market is and have been prepared to 

pay, at least if the prices observed in the second-hand market are any indication. The fixed 

price set by the Ministry was 5 MNOK in 2002, 8 MNOK in 2009 and 10 MNOK in 2014. 

Thus, the policy of setting a low fixed price is underestimating the economic value of the 

environment and the natural resource base as natural capital with growing potential over time. 

The literature on the subject often refers to the economic value as resource rent. For example, 

the resource rent in agriculture is the rent appropriated by the land owner. Thus, if the 

resource in use is public, then the resource rent should be collected by the state on behalf of 

society139. 

The average theoretical value for a license is estimated to be 93.703.366 NOK per license. 

That is not to say that every license is worth this to fish farmers since the value is calculated 

for an average firm, but rather show that society potentially misses out on the return on its 

natural resources. Assuming that the next license round will sell licenses to a fixed price of 10 

MNOK, and the value of the licenses stays at 93 MNOK, then the state and thus society 

                                                           
139 González, 2008, p. 465 

Cash Flow Statement 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

NOPAT 11.094.041     10.883.816   10.859.361   10.794.230   10.683.758   10.522.866   10.306.024   

Depreciation 1.378.159       1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     

Change in Net Working Capital -1.347.013     -                  -764.587       -798.375       -833.656       -870.495       -908.963       

Net Investments -3.604.693     -3.719.593    -3.840.422    -3.967.486    -4.101.108    -4.241.625    -4.389.394    

Free Cash Flow to Firm 7.520.494     8.542.383   7.632.511   7.406.527   7.127.153   6.788.904   6.385.825   

Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

Free Cash Flow to Firm 7.520.494       8.542.383     7.632.511     7.406.527     7.127.153     6.788.904     6.385.825     

WACC 8,91% 8,91% 8,91% 8,91% 8,91% 8,91%

Discount Factor 0,92 0,84 0,77 0,71 0,65 0,60

Present value FCF 6.905.285     7.201.940   5.908.444   5.264.481   4.651.492   4.068.282   59.706.443 

Value of License 2014

SUM present value FCF 33.999.924     

Present value Terminal 59.706.443     

Estimated Value of License 93.706.366   

Price Value

10% 144.693.651

0% 93.706.366

-10% 42.719.082
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theoretically misses out on 83 MNOK per license. To set the number in a perspective, a 

student in the Norwegian primary school cost on average 105.500 NOK per year140. Thus, 83 

MNOK cover the cost of primary school for 786 children per year.  

The licenses are often tied to a specific geographical region set by the Directorate of Fisheries 

when the licenses are granted. The productivity differences between the different regions will 

affect the value of each license, and also the internal skills of the producer will change the 

value. The market is the best to determine what it is willing to pay for each license in a license 

round, no matter which region it is tied to. The licenses sold at auction in 2014 gave the state 

revenues of 904.155.000 NOK with winning bids being between 66 and 55 MNOK141. 

Adding the revenue from the 30 remaining licenses that were sold to a fixed price, the total 

revenues were 1.2 BNOK142. Thus, assuming that the 30 licenses also could have been sold to 

an average price of 50 MNOK, the total revenues would have become 2.4 BNOK. In this 

scenario, 1.2 BNOK were potentially lost from society’s perspective. The closed bidding 

auctions in 2014 clearly indicate that the willingness to pay was far greater than the fixed 

prices set by the Ministry in the other groups. Thus, instead of handing out “free” money to 

producers that only apply for licenses to sell them off afterwards, the state should collect this 

money to benefit society. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
140 Utdanningsdirektoratet, 2015, p. 61 
141 Regjeringen, 2014 
142 Regjeringen, 2014 
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6.0 Environmental regulations and competitiveness 

This chapter introduces the theory behind The Porter Hypothesis where the design of 

environmental regulations will be the most important aspect for further analysis. In addition, 

the reader will be presented with evidence from the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry 

with focus on market power, asymmetric information and R&D spillovers. The evidence is 

evaluated to see whether or not the design of environmental regulations is in compliance with 

the theory.  

6.1 General 

Michael Porter and Claas van der Linde wrote an article in 1995 which introduced the theory 

that environmental goals and industrial competitiveness need not involve a tradeoff between 

social benefits and private costs. The article challenged the conventional thinking about the 

impact of environmental regulation, which argued that regulations add costs to companies and 

thus slow down productivity. This arise from the theory of the firm as a profit-maximizing 

entity where economists argue that the firms would engage in activity that increases profit 

even in the absence of regulation. That is, the firm will only incur the costs of environmental 

regulation because it would nevertheless have engaged in profitable activities. In this 

conventional view, the only benefit arising from environmental regulation is the social 

benefits created, like cleaner air, pure drinking water etc. Porter and van der Linde argued that 

pollution often is a waste of resources and that a reduction in pollution therefore may lead to 

improvement in productivity due to more effective use of resources.   

The researchers countered the argument that prevailed in economics at the time, namely that 

all companies, profit seeking as they are, pursued all profitable innovations. Porter and van 

der Linde argued that the world does not fit the belief that firms always make optimal choices. 

Such a belief would only be accurate in a static framework where perfect information and 

profitable opportunities have already been discovered so the only decision would be how to 

profit from it, not if it were profitable143. The problem with this view is that the economy is a 

                                                           
143 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 98 
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dynamic system where competition is characterized by changing technological opportunities, 

incomplete information, organizational inertia and control problems144.  

6.2 Causal links in the Porter Hypothesis 

Porter and van der Linde described that environmental regulations can lead to innovations that 

will improve environmental performance and sometimes improve business performance. One 

of the most important reasons for this is that companies make choices based on the 

competitive environment they operate in, and not necessarily the optimal static choice.  

 
Figure 21: Schematic representation of the Porter Hypothesis  

Source: Ambec et al., 2013 

The authors list a total of six ways in which properly designed environmental regulations can 

lead to their proposed outcomes:  

Figure 22: Six ways in which properly designed environmental regulations can lead to their proposed outcomes  

Source: Own creation with information from Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 3-4 

 

                                                           
144 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 99 
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The sixth point is important in the sense that they admit that innovation cannot always offset 

the cost of complying with regulations, especially in the short-term. The learning effect is 

however expected to reduce cost of innovation-based solutions over time which can decrease 

the overall cost of compliance145. 

There are two ways in which innovation offsets can occur; firms can either get smarter about 

how to deal with environmental issues (e.g. how to deal with pollution once it has occurred) 

or they can address the environmental impact while at the same time improving the products 

and/or processes that are affected146. The second way is central for the claim that 

environmental regulation actually can increase industrial competitiveness, thus that the 

benefits can exceed the costs of regulation.  

6.3 Innovation offset 

Product offset is one of two main types of innovation offsets. It occurs when environmental 

regulations not only affect the waste or pollution created during production, but also create 

higher quality products, safer products, lower product costs, higher resale or scrap value or 

lower cost of disposal for users147. 

The other type of innovation offset is process offset which occurs when environmental 

regulation not only reduces environmental impact, but also improves resource productivity. 

Improved resource productivity can include higher process yields, less downtime, materials 

savings, better utilization of by-products (waste), more energy efficiency, conversion of waste 

to something valuable and so on.  

6.4 Theory underlying the hypothesis 

The controversy that followed when Porter and van der Linde first presented their hypothesis 

some 25 years ago has given rise to several different theoretical approaches to explain the 

Porter hypothesis. These theories include behavioral arguments, market failures (market 

power, asymmetric information, research and development spillovers), and organizational 

                                                           
145 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 100 
146 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 101 
147 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 101 
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failure148. The different theories will briefly be presented before we present the one in which 

will be the basis for further analysis. 

6.4.1 Behavioral arguments 

The theory that supports behavioral arguments stems from behavioral economics literature. 

This theory rests on the assumption that the rationality, and thus the decision making, of the 

firm are controlled by the manager(s), which have motives and goals that does not necessarily 

coincide with profit maximization149. The reasons for this behavioral difference may be that 

managers are risk averse, resistant to costly change, or simply rationally bounded to choose 

the profit maximizing option (e.g. lacking information or the ability to take the optimal 

action)150. All of these deviations will result in missed investment opportunities due to risk, 

cost, or simply that it is outside the manager’s rationality.  

6.4.2 Market Failures 

The second way of providing a theoretical basis for the Porter Hypothesis is to assume the 

existence of market failure. By introducing market failure, one can still proceed with the 

notion that the firm is profit maximizing in addition to the environmental externality problem. 

The market failure theory, unlike the behavioral argument presented in the previous section, 

allows the firm to be profit maximizing. Thus, it is market failure that prevents the firm from 

pursuing all profitable opportunities. In such a case, environmental regulation can, at least 

partially, help firms to overcome this. Market failure can arise in different forms which will 

be presented in this section.  

The first form of market failure is market power. Imperfect competition among firms may 

distort the function of the market. In 1996, Simpson and Bradford showed that when there is 

imperfect competition among firms, the state could provide a strategic advantage to domestic 

firms vis-à-vis international competitors by introducing stringent environmental regulation151. 

                                                           
148 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 6 
149 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 6 
150 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 6 
151 Simpson & Bradford, 1996, p. 284 
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The result popularized the idea that a country (or a firm) can benefit from being a first-mover 

in becoming green152.  

The second form of market failure is asymmetric information. The main emphasis is on 

asymmetric information regarding the environmental quality of products, which can create a 

“market for lemons” where dirty (bad) products phase out clean (good) products due to lack 

of information. George Akerlof proposed this theory in 1970 where he exemplified the 

problem with the used car market. A similar example can be made of the salmon market and 

the toxic level of salmon. A buyer of salmon will not be able to know the difference between 

a clean salmon (with low levels of toxins) and a dirty salmon (with high levels of toxins). 

Suppose further that buyers generally are willing to pay a higher price for the clean salmon. 

The problem arises because the seller knows whether or not the salmon is clean, and thus 

worth more. The buyer, however, cannot distinguish between a clean and dirty salmon, and 

will therefore only be willing to pay the average price of a clean and dirty salmon. The result 

is that sellers will stop producing clean salmon because 𝑃𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 > 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒. Thus, only “dirty” 

salmon is produced in such a situation. Regulations such as putting green labels on clean 

products can help consumer awareness and at least partially fix the asymmetric information 

problem.  

Another type of asymmetric information problem is when there is a lag between the time 

firms invests in green products and the time where consumers recognize that the product is in 

fact green153. According to Constantatos and Herrmann, a firm that unilaterally adopts the 

green product loose profits due to a) increased cost and b) reduced market share. The authors 

argue that the government by imposing simultaneous adoption eliminates b), thus increasing 

long-run profitability of the adoption. Thus, regulations can correct that there exists a first-

mover disadvantage.  

The third type of market failure is R&D spillovers. This theory relates to the public good 

nature of knowledge154, which R&D in many instances is. Mohr set up a model in which each 

                                                           
152 Ambec et. al., 2013, p.7 
153 Constantatos and Herrmann, 2011 
154 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 8 
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agent (firm) in the industry would like to apply the new technology, given that enough other 

firms did it first155. The reason is that the new technology imposes short-term costs, consistent 

with the Porter Hypothesis156. Thus, there exists a second-mover advantage because the first-

movers incur the short-term costs of adopting the technology. That is, the knowledge 

accumulated by the first-movers is a public good which decreases the cost for second-movers. 

Thus, Mohr found that when the return on a firm’s R&D investments is partly captured by 

competitors, firms generally underinvest in environmentally friendly technology157. In 

addition, Mohr argues that environmental policy which favors or requires the use of new 

“cleaner technology” can improve environmental quality and perhaps increase the long-run 

productivity158. 

6.4.3 Organizational Failure 

Part of the literature on the subject has theorized that so called “organizational failure” can 

reconcile the Porter Hypothesis and the assumption that firms are profit maximizing 

entities159. Porter and van der Linde did themselves argue that the process of dynamic 

competition contains highly incomplete information, organizational inertia and control 

problems160. Thus, the literature helped formalize the argument that environmental regulation 

may help overcome organizational inertia. An example of organizational failure is when 

managers have private information about the cost of new technologies that might enhance 

both productivity and environmental performance161. Managers can then use this information 

opportunistically to extract some rent from the firm. Regulation will in this instance be 

beneficial for the firm if the rent saved exceeds the cost of complying with regulations. 

Therefore, regulation can help the firm overcome the informational disadvantage vis-à-vis the 

manager. 

                                                           
155 Mohr, 2002, p. 160 
156 Mohr, 2002, p. 162 
157 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 8 
158 Mohr, 2002, p. 162 
159 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 8 
160 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 99 
161 Ambec et. al., 2013, p. 8 
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6.5 The design of environmental regulation 

Porter and van der Linde goes on to propose how environmental regulations should be 

designed to encourage innovation. The proposed design is based upon three principles: 

1. Creating a maximum opportunity for innovation, leaving the approach to innovation to 

the industry and not to a standard-setting agency 

2. Focus on continuous improvement rather than locking in any particular technology 

3. Remove uncertainty at every stage 

Further, the authors argue that environmental laws and regulations should take three 

substantial steps: phrasing environmental rules as goals that can be met in flexible ways; 

encourage innovation to reach the goals set fourth; and coordinating the system between 

different actor’s/interest groups. 

The basic notion behind the first step is that environmental regulations should focus on 

outcomes, and not specify or demand the use of a certain technology. Regulations should 

rather encourage better overall utilization of resources and thus avoiding waste early in the 

process, rather than requiring treatment or actions at later stages162. The question then 

becomes where in the value chain regulators should impose regulations. It is important to 

consider the technological capabilities and resources at each stage of the value chain to 

determine where regulations are most effective. This will affect the likelihood that innovation 

will occur, because resources and knowledge is needed to foster innovative activity. Due to 

this, Porter and van der Linde propose a governing principle to regulate as late in the 

production chain as is practical because it will allow for more flexibility for innovation both 

there and in the upstream parts of the industry.  

Seeding and spreading environmental regulations is an important part of the second step to 

encourage innovation. The use of market incentives is highly encouraged, as it often allows 

for considerable flexibility in how firms go about reaching the goals, it can reinforce resource 

productivity, and in addition creates incentives ongoing for innovation163. A common way of 

                                                           
162 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 103 
163 Porter and van der Linde, 1995, p. 111 
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regulating emission is to set specific levels that firms must adhere to, and while this is 

preferable to demand the use of a particular technology, it still fails to provide incentive for 

continued and ongoing innovation. Often what happens when specific levels are chosen is that 

development stops at the designated levels and stays there until new regulations are in place. 

The final step concerns the coordination of environmental regulation, which is mainly 

comprised of three different coordination relationships: between industry and regulators, 

between regulators at different levels and places in government, and between domestic 

regulators and international regulators. The relationship between regulators and industry is 

perhaps the most important, where industry participation is important from the beginning in 

setting standards. This type of participation is quite common in Europe, and it is also well 

known procedure in Norway when regulations are designed. Appropriate and efficient 

regulations should be clear, who must meet them must be clear, and the industry should 

accept the regulations right away instead of lobbying against them. 

6.6 Evidence in the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry  

Three different theoretical foundations underlying the Porter Hypothesis are presented above, 

of which the focus mainly will be on the theory of market failure. It is important to emphasize 

that all three theories are valid, but that market failure is more in line with the view of why 

industrial policy is important to implement as it was presented in chapter 4. Market failure 

primarily includes, among other, market power, R&D spillovers and different types of 

asymmetric information problems. The following sections will analyze the effect of different 

environmental regulations imposed on the Norwegian industry, and in addition look at some 

initiatives that have affected the industry. 

6.6.1 Market power 

Section 3.2 showed that the number of firms controlling a large share of the production in 

Norway has sharply decreased, suggesting that the industry have become increasingly 

concentrated. This was made possible through a liberalization of the ownership restrictions in 

the 1990s. Since the beginning, the government have legislated and regulated the industry 

within the basis of regional policy and sustainable development. The ideas were that 
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regulations and laws should be designed in accordance with sustainable development, and 

thus keep the growth sustainable over time with regard to the environment, the economy and 

social interests. As a result, the Norwegian industry has been subject to regulations that give it 

less freedom to make commercial adaptions than most of its international competitors164. 

The development in Norway is that the competition has become more imperfect. This can 

often lead to some kind of market failure in the industry, as some producers become too 

powerful vis-à-vis the rest. Salmon farmers in Norway have generally been too small, had to 

little resources or simply been to risk averse to invest in R&D activity themselves. However, 

today the top 10 producers in Norway produce 71 % of salmon and trout in Norway. The 

result of this is that producers are to a larger extent able to attract talent to their organizations 

and employ people with higher education. Also, they have more resources, both human 

(knowledge) and financial, to conduct some R&D themselves and collaborate with suppliers 

and each other to spread the risk of R&D. A recent example is a project that Norway Royal 

Salmon and Aker Solutions have just sanctioned to start. The two firms will invest 900 

MNOK in a project to develop offshore fish farming equipment165. 

It seems that the industry is more capable now than they were before to be involved in R&D 

because the government has allowed it to develop more like a regular industry with regard to 

ownership structure. Therefore, the movement toward less regulation can have had a positive 

effect on the industry’s ability to develop new solutions. In addition, larger firms provide an 

important new dimension with the possibility of providing large professional circles within 

the firm and thus attracting highly educated workers with career ambitions. The current 

development creates a more diverse structure where large, medium and small enterprises can 

operate as table 2 in section 3.2 show. This can in turn facilitate cooperation and create cluster 

which can increase the industry’s ability to innovate and adopt innovations in the future.  

                                                           
164 Norwegian Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, 2005  
165 Lorentzen, 2016 
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6.6.2 Asymmetric information 

The case of asymmetric information is perhaps most evident when it comes to the quality of 

the products as the example with toxins in salmon illustrated. Recurring criticisms over the 

last decade have concerned the level of toxins that each salmon contains. Several doctors have 

claimed that they do not recommend pregnant ladies and children to eat salmon because they 

do not know how much toxins they contain166. This has resulted in a periodic focus from the 

media on fish health and whether or not the products are safe to eat. The effect is obviously 

negative with regard to the reputation Norwegian salmon has as a healthy protein source in 

the market, in addition to hurting those that produce salmon with less toxins than others.  

The certification scheme in Norway is mainly characterized by strict control from the Food 

Safety Authority, which conducts an annual surveillance and mapping program on fish feed to 

ensure that the industry is within the limits set by regulation. Thus, even though a public 

certification scheme is non-existent, the Food Safety Authority maintains the quality. The 

problem with this is that producers that produce “green” salmon can have a hard time 

communicating this to the market, partly due to the fact that the reputation affects all 

Norwegian salmon and that some of the marketing in foreign markets is done collectively by 

the Norwegian Seafood Council.  

Different certification schemes are however offered by NGOs such as Marine Stewardship 

Council (MSC), KRAV (ecological), Friend of the Sea (FOS), GLOBALG.A.P and 

Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC). All of these certifications concern both the local 

environmental impact (sustainability) and the quality of the fish itself. For example, the 

GLOBALG.A.P does not allow genetically altered eggs and have strict requirements 

concerning escaped fish167. Very few firms have chosen to use resources on adopting these 

certifications because only some customers demand it. In addition, producers believe that 

foreign customers should be aware of the fact that the strict regulations in Norway ensure 

sustainability. However, not all countries have the same trust in the government, as is the case 

in Norway. A possible solution to the problem is to introduce a green label that is backed by 
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the Norwegian government and controlled by the Food Safety Authority. The Seafood 

Council could market the label to ensure awareness in the market, which could establish the 

label as a quality mark in international markets and thus increase the number of customers 

and markets available to green Norwegian salmon. Another possible effect is that customers 

might be willing to pay a premium for such a green product. This could in turn create 

incentives to work harder to produce more environmentally friendly and clean salmon and 

thus decrease the environmental impact of production.  

6.6.3 R&D spillover 

R&D spillovers are one of the most evident market failures in salmon aquaculture, which is 

one of the main reasons for the heavy public financing of R&D in the Norwegian industry. As 

previously mentioned, there still exist good arguments for heavy public financing of R&D in 

the future due to classic market failure168. Many experts in the salmon aquaculture industry 

emphasizes that a prerequisite for future growth in production is new innovations to fix the 

problems of sea lice and escaped salmon.  

The two primary modes of innovation are Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) and 

Doing, Using and Interacting (DUI)169. STI is based on the production and use of systematic 

scientific and technical knowledge, while DUI is experience-based, meaning on-the-job 

learning where employees are faced with new problems170. STI is often associated with 

radical innovation, such as the invention of a new breeder type in 1978. DUI, on the other 

hand, is often associated with incremental innovations, such as the time of day which is 

optimal for feeding the fish. Presumably, most of the R&D spending is in the mode of STI, 

due to the specific projects that often are associated with this type of innovations. The salmon 

aquaculture industry will need more radical innovations in order to facilitate further growth in 

production volume. Several experts on the subject agree that the sustainable growth potential 

is very limited with the current technology, which suggest that the industry must be willing to 

invest more money in R&D activity171. As mentioned above, the industry is now comprised of 
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some firms that are large enough to be substantially engaged in R&D activity. However, due 

to the market failures, it is still required that the public finance a substantial part of the R&D 

in the future together with a joint investment from the industry to ensure sustainable 

development and growth in the future. Figure 23 show the development in R&D spending 

from 2001 to 2013.  

 
Figure 23: Development in R&D spending on aquaculture  

Source: Sarpebakken & Røsdal, 2015, p. 29 

The public have in all years financed over 50 % of the R&D conducted in aquaculture in 

Norway. In 2013, the R&D spending amounted to 1583 MNOK, of which 1232 MNOK was 

directed at Salmon. A substantial part of the R&D in aquaculture has come through The 

Research Council of Norway’s program HAVBRUK. The programs vision was to obtain 

knowledge that creates a basis for a profitable and value creating aquaculture industry based 

on sustainable and market directed growth172. The program used between 100 and 170 

MNOK every year from 2006 to 2014, which totaled 1.1 BNOK in 2014. An evaluation of the 

project in 2014 concluded that the program had a high degree of goal achievement. For 

instance, the program has resulted in several innovations that have contributed to increased 

fish health and welfare173. Appendix G shows an overview over the major innovations in the 

industry since the beginning. Most notably, several of the most important innovations either 
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happened in the early 2000s or before which again emphasizes that R&D is becoming 

increasingly important in the future to innovate.  

6.6.3.1 Green licenses 

The newest environmental regulations in the industry were introduced through the 45 green 

licenses that were granted in December 2014. These licenses do however only concern those 

who obtained them, but the possible effects have implications for the entire industry. The 

green licenses are a result of a new regulation which was enacted in June 2013. The 

regulations purpose is to contribute to a sustainable and competitive salmon aquaculture 

industry, which in turn creates activity and value creation along the coastline174. The new 

aspect of this regulation is that its goal specifically is to stimulate firms to come up with new 

technological solutions or farming methods that reduce the environmental problems resulting 

from escaped fish and the spread of sea lice. 

The licenses were awarded in groups A, B and C. The specific requirements in the different 

groups are presented in table 21:  

Group A and B requirements: Group C requirements: 

- Reduce the risk that aquaculture 

production affects the wild salmon due 

to escaped fish, or 

- Ensure that there are no more than 0.25 

female sea lice per fish in the facility. 

Also, no more than three chemical 

treatments are allowed per production 

cycle. 

- Reduce the risk that aquaculture 

production affects the wild salmon due 

to escaped fish, or 

- Ensure that there are no more than 0.1 

female sea lice per fish in the facility. 

Also, no more than three chemical 

treatments are allowed per production 

cycle 
Table 21: Requirements following the green licenses in group A, B and C  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2016a 

In addition to the requirements in table 21, the regulation require that the knowledge and 

experience from using the new solutions that formed the basis for being granted the licenses 

be shared so the whole aquaculture industry can benefit from it175. 

Norway Royal Salmon (NRS) was granted ten of the new green licenses, of which nine were 

in group A and one in group B. The difference between group A and B is that group A 
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licenses is granted to a price of 10 MNOK per license, while group B licenses were granted in 

a closed bidding auction. As the requirements above suggest, the focus lies on either reducing 

escape of fish or reducing the level of sea lice to a pre-specified level. A year after the grant, 

NRS CEO Charles Hoestlund believes that they received so many licenses due to their 

commitment to using triploid salmon (sterile salmon)176. Triploid salmon ensures that farmed 

salmon do not copulate with wild salmon if it escapes, thus genetic mixture with wild salmon 

is avoided. NRS have chosen to attack the sea lice problem by using an innovation called 

“luseskjoert” together with clean fish177. The use of “luseskjoert” in tests has managed to 

reduce the amount of sea lice by up to 70 %178. Both “luseskjoert” and triploid salmon are 

innovations that were made before the green licenses were announced, indicating that the 

invention itself was not spurred by the licenses. However, the incentive to work to 

commercialize the inventions may have been spurred by the green licenses. Charles 

Hoestlund argues that the licenses have functioned as a catalyst in creating ideas and 

developing new concepts to control the sea lice situation and reduce the use of chemicals in 

sea lice treatments179. In addition, Cermaq, which received one green license, states that 

“green licenses have triggered a lot of innovation in the industry, which have resulted in 

development of new concepts and technological solutions”180. The eventual success of the 

green licenses cannot yet be determined as a full production cycle is not finished and results 

are not reported as of yet.  

Porter and van der Linde proposed a way to design environmental regulations to foster 

innovative activity and perhaps increased competitiveness. The first step concerns 

maximizing the opportunity for innovation, which is partly what the green licenses do. They 

do not require any specific type of technology, but rather let the producer come up with the 

solution they themselves see as the best one. Also, the green licenses indirectly set the stage 

for reducing waste in resources by specifically targeting sea lice and escaped fish. The second 

step concerns a focus on continuous improvement. This regulation does require that the sea 
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lice level is either under 0.1 or 0.25, dependent on group A, B or C. Even though this is an 

ambitious target, it still set a potential “floor” for what farmers will achieve, and does 

therefore only to a small extent stimulate to continuous improvement. According to Porter 

and van der Linde, development could stop at that level until new regulations are in place. 

The third step concerns the coordination between different actors that are affected, of which 

we will focus on the coordination between industry and regulators. To our knowledge, these 

green licenses were not designed in participation with the industry. However, some interest 

groups were and are positive to the regulation. For instance, the Norwegian Seafood 

Federation stated “we perceive the suggestion as a good incentive to further improve the 

existing production technology and thus strengthen the industry which will become an even 

more important contributor to the development of the welfare state in the future”181. 

6.6.3.2 NYTEK regulation 

In the beginning of the 2000s, the most severe problem in the salmon aquaculture industry 

was escaped fish. To that end, the Norwegian Seafood Federation appointed a committee to 

develop a national action plan to solve the problem of escaped fish. The committee 

emphasized the problem as: “escaped fish from farms is by the authorities considered as 

being the most severe negative externality of salmon aquaculture”182. Figure 24 below show 

the development in escaped fish from 1998, which show why this was and is a problem for 

the industry. 
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Figure 24: Development in escaped fish and total production  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2015b 

The number of escaped salmon increased substantially from 2001 to 2006. The development 

forced both the industry and the government to take initiatives to ensure that the amount of 

escaped salmon decreased substantially. The NYTEK regulation was enacted in 2003 by the 

Directorate of Fisheries with the purpose of “preventing the escape of fish from aquaculture 

facilities through securing technical standards on the facilities”183. Figure 25 below show the 

development in investments in new equipment in the salmon aquaculture industry. 
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Figure 25: Development in investments in new equipment and escaped salmon  

Source: Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 2016b  

The investment in new equipment totaled 1 BNOK in 2006, an increase of 687 MNOK since 

2003. The number of escaped salmon has decreased since the peak in 2006 along with a 

general increase in the amount invested in new equipment per year. These numbers do at least 

indicate that the NYTEK regulation has had a favorable effect on the level of escaped salmon 

and presumably the quality of the production facilities.  

The regulation was revised in 2011 but the purpose and main goals continue to be the same.  

As the purpose suggest, the main goal is to strengthen the technical standard on facilities that 

are used to reduce the amount of construction failures. The NYTEK regulation is based on the 

NS9415, where NS stand for Norwegian Standard. The NS is managed by Standard Norway 

(SN) which is a member of the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). A NS is not 

a regulation unless it is specifically mentioned in a regulation, like NS9415 is in NYTEK. The 

standard describes requirements to the physical shape of the facility, and how it shall be 

documented. For example, the standard requires that the facility is designed to stand the wave 

activity in the area where it is placed184. 
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This type of regulation, although being specific, can help foster innovation by encouraging 

new innovative solutions and a tighter cooperative relationship between the suppliers of 

facilities and parts and the fish farmers. In this way, the solutions for tomorrow’s facility can 

be found so the requirements in the regulations now and in the future can be met without 

further complications. The NYTEK regulation does not specify which type of technology 

should be used, but rather what attributes it must fulfill. 

The NYTEK regulation is only partly consistent with Porter and van der Linde’s view of how 

environmental regulations should be designed. The regulation does not require the use of any 

specific technology, but rather on which requirements it must meet. The NYTEK encourages 

better utilization of resources in the explicit goal of reducing escaped fish. Also, NYTEK 

regulates late in the production process, and to some extent encourage cooperation between 

suppliers and farmers. Thus, the first step is only partly followed. There are no specific levels 

of escaped fish required, which is in accordance with the proposed design. However, the 

specific requirements in the standard can, as Porter and van der Linde stated, stop 

development at that point until new regulations come. The third step in the design is followed, 

namely that the industry and regulators cooperates and coordinate when regulations are 

implemented and designed. In this case, the NS9415 were designed by participation from 

relevant authorities, research institutions, fish farmers and suppliers185. 

The analysis has revealed that the public financing of R&D has been important in the industry 

and part of this is financed by the R&D fee described in section 4.6.4.6. This is not so much a 

regulation but rather show how important the policy of publically financing R&D is to the 

industry and to ensure sustainable development through innovations and knowledge. The 

green licenses and the NYTEK regulation is both designed to decrease the environmental 

impact of production. The NYTEK regulation seems to have been a success in achieving 

lower escaped fish. However, whether or not the competitiveness has increased is difficult to 

say with the available data, but the waste of resource in that fewer salmon escapes is 

nonetheless good.  
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7.0 The time consistency of Economic Policy 

A theory concerning the time consistency of economic policy will be presented in this chapter 

and be laid as a basis for further analysis. Further, the question of consistency or 

inconsistency in the industrial policy in salmon aquaculture will be discussed and finally an 

analysis where the aspect of consistency and discretion in regard to production increases will 

be evaluated.  

7.1 General 

Finn E. Kydland and Edward C. Prescott published a paper in 1977 named “Rules Rather than 

Discretion: The Inconsistency of Optimal Plans”. The paper is concerned with the design of 

macroeconomic policy, which specifically found that the government has a credibility 

problem in their ability to implement economic policies. Both professors received the 2004 

Bank of Sweden Prize in Economic Science in Memory of Alfred Nobel for their 

contributions to research on economic policy and business cycle fluctuations186. 

The paper has had impact on far more than just the theoretical analysis of policy. Kydland and 

Prescott showed with their inflation-unemployment analysis that a high inflation rate may not 

be the result of irrational policy decisions (the authors stress that their results in no way imply 

that policymakers are incompetent) but rather reflect policymaker’s inability to commit to a 

certain monetary policy187. Several central banks underwent reform in the 1990s which were 

rooted in the research by Kydland and Prescott. Many argue that it is an important factor 

behind the subsequent period of low and stable inflation.  

The paper studies the sequential choice of policies, such as tax rates or monetary policy. The 

paper considers a rational and forward-looking government that chooses a time plan for 

policy with the objective of maximizing the well-being of its citizens (e.g. maximizing a 

social objective function)188. Kydland and Prescott found that if the government were given 

an opportunity to re-optimize (change the policy plan) at a later time, they would generally do 

so. One might think that this is due to a conflict in objectives between the government and the 

                                                           
186 The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 2004, p. 1 
187 The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 2004, p. 2 
188 The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 2004, p. 2 
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citizens but it is actually the result of a logical implication of rational dynamic policymaking 

where the expectations formed by the private-sector when a policy plan is announced places 

restrictions on the policy decisions189. Kydland and Prescott argue that the social objective 

function is typically not maximized with discretionary policymaking. Furthermore, they argue 

that the use of policy rules can improve economic performance relative to the use of 

discretionary policy. 

This rather non-intuitive result comes from the fact that we are dealing with dynamic 

economic systems. The optimal control theory that can (at least theoretically) be used to 

optimize policy decisions for situations where current outcomes and the future movement of 

the system only depends on current and past policy decisions (and the current state). This is 

unlikely to be the case when we are dealing with dynamic economic systems190. The decisions 

economic agents make today depends in part on their expectations of future policy actions. 

This argument only needs the assumption that economic agents have some kind of knowledge 

of how the government responds to changing economic condition, which seems quite 

reasonable. For example, it may be rational to expect lower interest rates as a respond to 

lower economic activity and vice versa. 

The 1977 paper uses several theoretical examples to show how the use of optimal control 

theory creates a suboptimal result. The example where Kydland and Prescott define consistent 

policy is presented and then proceeds to explain in a two-period problem why this is 

suboptimal. 

7.2 The model of Consistent Policy 

Consider an economic system where 𝜋 = (𝜋1, 𝜋2, . . . , 𝜋𝑇) represents a sequence of policies of 

periods 1 to T and 𝑥 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . . , 𝑥𝑇) represents the corresponding sequence for economic 

agents’ decisions. Furthermore, an agreed-upon social objective function  

𝑆(𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑇 , 𝜋1, . . . , 𝜋𝑇)                                                                                                                         (1)             

                                                           
189 The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, 2004, p. 2 
190 Kydland & Prescott, 1977, p. 474 
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is assumed to exist. Agents’ decisions in period t depend upon all policy decisions and their 

own past decisions as follows: 

𝑥𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡(𝑥1, . . . . , 𝑥𝑡−1, 𝜋1, . . . , 𝜋𝑇),        𝑡 = 1, . . . , 𝑇.                                                                        (2)             

An optimal policy in the system above (if it exists) maximizes (1) subject to constraint (2). 

Kydland and Prescott defined the concept of consistency as: “A policy π is consistent if, for 

each time period t, 𝜋𝑡 maximizes (1), taking as given previous decisions, 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡−1, and that 

future policy decisions (𝜋𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠 > 𝑡) similarly selected”191. 

The inconsistency of the optimal plan can be demonstrated by a two-period example. For T = 

2, 𝜋2 is selected to maximize the social objective function 

𝑆(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝜋1, 𝜋2)                                                                                                                                      (3)       

Subject to 

𝑥1 = 𝑋1(𝜋1, 𝜋2) 

and 

𝑥2 = 𝑋2(𝑥1, 𝜋1, 𝜋2)                                                                                                                               (4) 

If the plan is to be consistent, the chosen policy, 𝜋2, must maximize equation (3) and uphold 

constraint (4). If we assume differentiability and an interior solution, then necessarily 

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑥2

𝜕𝑋2

𝜕𝜋2
+

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝜋2
= 0   

The consistent policy ignores that the chosen policy in period 2 has an effect upon agent’s 

choice 𝑥1. The first-order condition for the optimal decision rule is as follows 

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑥2

𝜕𝑋2

𝜕𝜋2
+

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝜋2
+

𝜕𝑋1

𝜕𝜋2
[

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑥1
+

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑥2

𝜕𝑋2

𝜕𝑥1
] = 0 
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As the equation expresses, for the consistent policy to be optimal the effect of 𝜋2 upon 𝑥1 

must be zero or the effect of changes in 𝑥1 upon S both directly and indirectly through its 

effect on 𝑥2 must be zero. Thus, the assumption that economic agents have knowledge of how 

the government will respond to changes in economic activity will necessarily mean that these 

effects will not be zero, hence the policy is not optimal.  

Kydland and Prescott further use Pollak’s work in which he resolved planning inconsistency 

which arose because different generations had different preference orderings by assuming at 

each stage that the policy selected was best, given the policies which will be implemented in 

the future192. We consider a T-period problem where the best 𝜋𝑇  is determined conditional 

upon previous policy decisions 𝜋𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡: 

𝜋𝑇 = Π𝑇(𝜋1, . . . , 𝜋𝑡−1, 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡−1) 

The Π𝑇 is called a functional relationship which can determine the best policy rule 𝜋𝑇−1 =

 Π𝑡(𝜋1, . . . , 𝜋𝑡−2, 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡−2) once it is known. In general, the consistent policy 

𝜋𝑡 =  Π𝑡(𝜋1, . . . , 𝜋𝑡−1, 𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑡−1) 

can be determined once future policy rules are known. In this set-up, every policy decision (at 

each stage) is optimal, given the rules for future policy selection.  

The simple example above illustrates that the set-up creates a suboptimal outcome. Kydland 

and Prescott present two examples to show how this occurs in real situations, one of which 

concerns patent policy. Assume that investments have been made in R&D (inventive) activity 

which has resulted in a new product or process. The optimal choice according to the set-up is 

to not provide patent protection, as this maximizes society’s objective through consumer 

surplus. However, this will decrease or put an end to investment in R&D activity in the future 

because it fails to take into account the fact that the incentive to conduct R&D activity is very 

small. Therefore, one should rather think in terms of deciding optimal patent life, meaning the 

duration of patents that balances the need for incentives and the loss in consumer surplus 

                                                           
192 Kydland & Prescott, 1977, p. 476 
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when someone realizes monopoly rents193. Thus, economic theory is used to predict the 

effects of alternative policy rules. Finally, the authors argue that one with good operating 

characteristics is selected.  

7.3 How should policy be selected? 

Perhaps the most important result of the research done by Kydland and Prescott is their 

proposal that policymakers should follow rules rather than discretion. They suggest that the 

rules should be simple and easily understood, so the affected interest groups easily can detect 

when policymakers deviate from the chosen policy rules. 

The reasoning is actually quite simple: if the government have a lot of different instruments at 

their disposal and they each day are free to choose which ones to use and how they will use 

them, uncertainty about future industrial policy arises. Private actors must deal with this 

uncertainty which affects the way in which they operate. Obviously, this uncertainty is not 

nature given but rather created by the government which in turn creates structures that are 

suboptimal. Thus, the government should avoid creating this uncertainty by limiting the use 

of some instrument through the use of some fixed political decision rules. Kydland and 

Prescott’s point is that a rule has a value in itself, independent of what the rule is. The sole 

reason for this is that it removes some of the uncertainty pertaining policy decisions. 

7.4 The consistency of industrial policies in salmon aquaculture 

One of the most important aspects in assessing how consistent the industrial policy has been 

is to identify the level of discretion available for policymakers. Thus, the how and who can 

change the existing policies and regulations must be identified. The focus herein lies on how 

production increases can be granted and ultimately who decides it. The reason is that 

production increases are the political decision with highest influence on how the industry will 

grow in the future. The license rounds in 2009 and 2014 will be analyzed because the data and 

information available are fare better than for earlier rounds. Also, these two rounds are the 

only ones that are governed by the Aquaculture act of 2005. 

                                                           
193 Kydland & Prescott, 1977, p. 477 
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Production increases generally include granting of new licenses and/or an increase in the 

allowed MAB per existing license. The Aquaculture Act of 2005 is the act which provides the 

legal basis for the licenses. The act states that the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisheries is 

allowed to allocate licenses after an application have been submitted. Further, the ministry 

can write regulations pertaining aquaculture licenses which194 

 Set specific requirements and criterions to applicants 

 Stop or partly stop the granting of licenses in specific time periods or in geographical 

areas 

 How much, if any, the remuneration for licenses should be 

 Decide the number of licenses granted 

 Decide how much of the production capacity a single business can control 

 Decide the provisions that concerns alteration and withdrawal of licenses 

These are just some of the most important discretions the Ministry has relating to how 

licenses are granted, how much they cost and what requirements follows them. Note that the 

Aquaculture Act of 2005 also contains some general requirements which the Ministry must 

follow, such as ensuring that the granting of licenses is environmentally justifiable and that it 

follows other laws in society.   

The government issued a strategy document for the aquaculture industry in 2007 with the 

purpose of ensuring the Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry keep its position as a leading 

international producer and exporter of fish. As part of the document, the government stated “A 

new license round will be held in 2009. Further, the government wants to grant licenses on an 

annual basis following the growth in the market to create predictable conditions for the 

industry”195. Today, six years later, it is clear that the government did not manage to follow 

up its statement which clearly represents the credibility problem that Kydland and Prescott 

found. Thus, policymakers were not able to commit to the policy statement.  

                                                           
194 Akvakulturloven, 2005 
195 Fiskeri- og kystdepartementet, 2007, p. 21 
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The Aquaculture Act of 2005 and the history of how licenses have been granted since 2002 

indicate that policy makers (the Ministry and the Directorate of Fisheries) have a high degree 

of discretionary power. The Aquaculture Act of 2005 is designed in a manner that opens for a 

lot of discretion pertaining licenses and increases or decreases in MAB, just as the bullet 

points above clearly indicates. Often, the ones that have managed to adapt to the Minister of 

Fisheries preferences have received licenses and consequently free money196.  

The discretionary power of the Ministry creates uncertainty about the future growth in 

production volume and on what grounds this will be allowed. The green licenses granted in 

2014 are a good example of the uncertainty that can be created. The Norwegian Seafood 

Federation stated in 2012 when the green licenses were first proposed that the term “green 

growth” for the green licenses were never properly defined197. The uncertainty this creates can 

decrease the willingness to use resources because the characteristics of “green growth” are 

unknown and the granting is done on a discretionary basis. Further, the Federation decided in 

2010 that future growth preferably would be provided as an increase in MAB for existing 

licenses instead of granting of new licenses. The main reason for this was that the members 

felt that the grant round in 2009 created uncertainty about future growth198.  

The grant round in 2009 created a lot of uncertainty about future license grants and what the 

criterions used to prioritize the applications should be. The two criterions in the grant round 

have been subject to several disputes afterwards which resulted in 38 complaints of which one 

ended up in court. The focus of these conflicts was tied to the fact that the criterions were 

unprecise. The license criterions were to prioritize firms which were either 

 Small and medium (1 – 19 licenses) 

 Or if the firm would facilitate increased processing with the aim of increased 

economic activity in coastal districts.  

                                                           
196 St. Meld nr 16, 2015, p. 4 
197 Norwegian Seafood Federation, 2013 
198 Norwegian Seafood Federation, 2013 
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Most of the controversy was tied to the second criterion regarding facilitation of increased 

processing. The term “processing” were supposed to be interpreted widely and include 

slaughtering, secondary processing and other processing199. Further, secondary processing 

was defined as processing beyond slaughtering and was given more weight than just 

slaughtering. In addition, there was no demand that the applicant had to own the business that 

was going to perform the processing. The offices evaluating the applications were instructed 

to add weight to probability and documentation of the processing plans200. The Ministry wrote 

in the regulation concerning the license round that terms that contribute to ensuring that the 

criterions set forth in the round are complied with can be adopted201. However, the Directorate 

of Fisheries did not provide any guidelines to introduce such terms. Therefore, the 

Directorate’s of fisheries regional offices did not implement them202. Thus, firms with plans 

that looked good on paper were prioritized with no obligation of actually following through 

on the plans. 

The government issued White Paper no. 16 with the title “Predictable and environmentally 

sustainable growth in Norwegian salmon- and trout farming” that was presented to the 

Parliament in March 2015. The paper concerned the topic of how consistent and predictable 

growth combined with environmental concerns can be achieved in the future. Professor Atle 

Guttormsen at the Norwegian University of Life Sciences wrote a comment in the white paper 

called “The value of predictability” where he uses Kydland and Prescott’s work to argue that 

the way policies and regulations have been implemented up till now can lead to 

misalignments in the industry. Investments in new technology and R&D have a high risk as 

emphasized in section 5.3.6. The industry is dependent on investments in R&D to overcome 

the challenges it faces and inconsistent policymaking increases the overall risk. Economic 

actors will always weigh the risk against the possible return, and mismatches in this 

relationship can lead to wrong investments or no investment at all.  

                                                           
199 Andreassen & Robertsen, 2014, p. 7 
200 Andreassen & Robertsen, 2014, p. 7 
201 Forskrift om løyve til havbruk med matfisk, 2009 
202 Andreassen & Robertsen, 2014, p. 10 
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Kydland and Prescott found that a policy environment where policymakers have the 

discretion to at each point freely choose the optimum at that time inevitably creates a 

suboptimal outcome. The analysis above has revealed that the Norwegian policymakers (the 

Ministry) have a great deal of discretionary power and instruments to use. The analysis and 

selected aspects above leads to the conclusion that the policymaking with regard to 

production increases have been far from satisfactory. The industry faces uncertainty about 

future growth and how this growth will be facilitated. The uncertainty relates to when licenses 

will be granted, how they will be granted, requirement for being awarded a license and how 

the price of the license should be set.  
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8.0 Discussion and conclusion 

8.1 Why is salmon aquaculture important? 

The Norwegian economy is in a transitional mode where oil and gas no longer is expected to 

be the primary driver of growth in the economy. An important part of the transition is to find 

and develop new and existing industries to prepare Norway for a world where oil no longer is 

an important commodity. Salmon aquaculture is one of the industries that often are mentioned 

in this regard due to the future potential for growth and the fact that the industry already is the 

second largest export industry in Norway. The industry has experienced a high growth 

historically, and this combined with the fact that the world will need approximately 37 million 

tons of new seafood by 2030 showcase the enormous possibilities in the future.  

Creating jobs is always one of the most important objectives for any government. The total 

number of jobs employed in salmon aquaculture is not high compared to other industries, but 

the geographical distribution of the jobs is nonetheless important. The nature of the industry 

causes production to be located in coastal areas which are dependent on the jobs created by 

the industry. One of the goals of the Norwegian district policy in general is to exploit the 

human and nature given resources throughout the country to maximize national value 

creation. The salmon aquaculture industry is one of the most important industries to fulfill 

that goal.  

The salmon aquaculture industry is a cyclical business where the volatility of the market price 

of salmon creates large fluctuations on profits and return on total assets from year to year. 

Nevertheless, the industry has an average profitability that is better than other industries in 

Norway which in turn eases the access to capital and makes the industry attractive. 

8.2 Have the industrial policy been successful? 

The industrial policy has since the first permanent breeding law in 1981 had a formal purpose 

of ensuring a balanced and sustainable development for the salmon aquaculture industry. The 

Aquaculture Act of 2005 had the purpose of promoting the industry within the frames of 

sustainable development. Sustainable development covers the industrial policy in salmon 

aquaculture, as it is comprised of environmental, economic and social sustainability. The 
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focus on the different areas has shifted over the years, where social sustainability was most 

important in the beginning through creation of jobs and activity in the districts. The 

Aquaculture Act of 2005 emphasized a stronger focus on environmental sustainability. 

Economic sustainability has always been important, as an industry cannot be sustained 

without being profitable. However, the focus on economic sustainability has increased from 

1981 to today, most notably through less stringent ownership restrictions.  

8.2.1 Social sustainability 

Social sustainability concerns a range of different topics from human rights to social equity. 

In general, social sustainability can be to meet the needs of current citizens and provide the 

next generation with the ability to maintain a health community. One of the important 

elements is then to work for equal opportunities among the citizens. One way of achieving 

this is to distribute the wealth from natural resources so the society can benefit from these. 

Thus, the value created should be distributed in a fair way between owners, workers and the 

society. If the government, municipalities and counties facilitate for and allow aquaculture 

production in coastal areas, then some of the value created should benefit society. 

The distribution of the value created is done through taxes that concern all business, special 

fees, employment and the revenue from sale of licenses and production increases. The 

valuation of the license was part of assessing what the value of a license theoretically can be 

given future expectations for the industry. The price of the license is the resource rent that 

society collects, and it was estimated to be 93.703.366 NOK. Thus, the resource rent is the 

economic value of allowing the salmon aquaculture industry to use the coastal areas to 

produce salmon and trout. The licenses have been granted to a low fixed price in all grant 

rounds since 2002 except for some licenses in 2014 that were granted in a closed bidding 

auction. The prices that have been observed in the secondary market have been substantially 

higher than the fixed prices. Thus, society has missed out on potentially high rents that could 

have been used to benefit the industry, society in general and specifically the districts.   

Part of the social sustainability is naturally upheld by the industry because its production 

facilities are located in coastal areas in the districts. Therefore, a large fraction of the 

industries employees is located in the districts as figure 15 in section 3.9 showed. The license 
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rounds in 2002 and 2009 both contained requirements that were intended to support 

employment and value creation in the coastal areas. However, a high amount of these licenses 

were traded in the second-hand market afterwards which in part decreased the intended effect 

of the licenses. 

8.2.2 Environmental sustainability 

Environmental sustainability is essentially the concept that decides whether or not the 

government will allow further growth in the future. Environmental sustainability has become 

increasingly important in salmon aquaculture and in all other businesses in general. The focus 

has only increased since 2005 and the two main problems for the industry are sea lice and 

escape of salmon.  

Norway has one of the strictest environmental policies of the large salmon producing 

countries and is also the country that is leading in administration and management of salmon 

aquaculture. Chile is often a country that is often compared to Norway as Chile is the world’s 

second largest salmon producer. The Chilean government has had more liberal environmental 

regulations than Norway since the beginning and Chile have had large problems with disease 

outbreaks and other biological problems that have significantly decreased production and the 

competitiveness of the domestic industry in Chile. Compared to Chile, the Norwegian 

industry has avoided large-scale production decrease and has increased its production in the 

same period. It is reasonable to believe that some of the reason is the relatively stricter 

regulatory regime in Norway. However, it is not possible to conclude that the environmental 

regulations have provided increased competitiveness in Norway.     

The industry and the government all agree that innovations through technology and better 

operational solutions is the only way in which the industry can increase production capacity 

and at the same time keep the environmental impact at an acceptable level. The level of public 

financing in R&D has been over 50 % since 2001. A part of the reason is that there are market 

failures in R&D where spillovers prevent a single firm from capturing the whole return from 

its investment in R&D. Public investments in R&D have therefore been essential for the 

innovations that have provided the basis for the high historic growth in the industry. Another 

reason for high public investment in R&D was that most firms lacked the resources to invest 
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in R&D themselves due to their small sizes. The R&D policy in salmon aquaculture was quite 

successful up until the beginning of the century. However, if success is measured in 

innovations that solve the industry’s problems, then the R&D policy have not been successful 

from the mid-2000s until today.  

The environmental regulations analyzed in relation to the Porter hypothesis revealed that the 

regulations to some extent were effective in decreasing the environmental impact through less 

waste of resources. The government succeeded in decreasing the amount of escaped salmon 

after the implementation of the NYTEK regulation, in close collaboration with the industry. 

The effect of the green licenses in terms of green production and new technology cannot yet 

be determined due to the long production process in salmon aquaculture. However, the 

licenses do provide an incentive to producers to commercialize new technological and 

operational solutions to keep the amount of sea lice and escaped salmon at a new minimum.  

8.2.3 Economic sustainability 

The economics of an industry is first and foremost the reason why the industry exists and why 

the government have an interest in providing the best possible framework and let it use the 

natural resources compared to other possible uses. The industry analysis showed that salmon 

aquaculture has experienced growth that has greatly outmatched that of the general industry. 

The profitability in the industry is very volatile where the profit has a high correlation with 

the sales price of salmon. Firms in salmon aquaculture are price takers in an international 

market which means that the government must carefully assess the impact different policies 

have on economic sustainability versus the purpose of the policy. 

The most important concept to provide stable economic conditions for the industry is to have 

a predictable framework, both in terms of political goals and the instruments used to fulfill 

them. Predictable policymaking decreases the general risk of investments and shifts resources 

to more productive activities like investments in R&D. The political goals in the industry 

have to a large extent been predictable in that they always have had a focus on sustainable 

development since the first permanent breeding law. However, the specific policies set in 

place have not been predictable which have resulted in uncertainty and consequently higher 

general risk in the industry. Uncertainty arises from how and when policies and regulations 
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are implemented to specific formulations in regulations that are either vague or poorly 

defined. 

The economic sustainability of the industry must also be linked to the innovations and 

technological changes that have ensured that the economics in the industry are strong. These 

innovations are in part a result of public financing and policies to strengthen the R&D 

investments in the industry. The public investments in R&D have therefore been essential for 

the innovations that have provided the basis for the economic sustainability in the industry. 

Policies concerning R&D are also one of the most important to make future growth 

environmentally sustainable and to secure social sustainability through continued growth that 

secures jobs along the coast.  

8.3 Policy recommendations 

The Norwegian salmon aquaculture industry is one of the most regulated industries in the 

country with strict rules that control production capacity and the environmental impact. At the 

same time the industry faces a market demand for salmon that are increasing far more than the 

supply which is creating all time high market prices for salmon. The high prices and solid 

economic results that characterize the industry today provide the industry with a unique 

opportunity to invest in finding solutions to the problems it faces. However, the market 

failures in R&D and uncertainty about future policies can in many instances make it too risky 

to invest.  

A clear and predictable policy for further growth is important to stimulate and encourage the 

industry to fulfill its potential. Therefore, a policy rule should be implemented to control 

future changes in capacity, both for increases in MAB per existing licenses and for eventual 

granting of new licenses. This is in accordance with Kydland and Prescott’s work which 

argued that a policy rule has value in itself because it removes uncertainty. One of the 

government’s suggestions for a new system for controlling growth in production capacity is to 

implement a policy rule that provides predictability about the criterions for future growth and 

how often an increase in growth should be considered. The policy rule should be based upon 

unbiased environmental indicators such as the average number of sea lice per fish. Thus, if a 
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company over time can show that it manages to stay within the limits classified as acceptable 

environmental impact then increases in capacity will be awarded. A system based on 

predetermined environmental indicators provides strong and clear incentives to invest in 

technology and solutions that can contribute to production with less impact on the 

environment. A policy rule removes uncertainty about the conditions for further growth and 

strong market oriented incentives are essential to stimulate innovation and progress.  

The industrial policy in salmon aquaculture has long had a goal of trying to control and limit 

the structure and concentration of the industry. The ownership restrictions and granting of 

licenses to small actors is the most prevalent examples of measures meant to achieve this. The 

Ministry abolished the ownership restrictions in 2015. Thus, the industry can now be 

structured as a result of market driven forces instead of public regulations. The industry must 

be allowed to develop as a normal industry to be able to attract the necessary talent and 

resources in the future. The size of firms has an impact on how attractive the industry is for 

highly competent labor because they often want interesting work with possibilities of 

promotions internally. Larger firms are often characterized by more specialized work, for 

example jobs which only task is to develop new solutions or improve existing solutions. That 

is not to say that small firms do not contribute to growth and innovations but rather 

emphasizes that the industry should be allowed to develop in a normal manner with a 

diversified structure.   

Future awarded increases in capacity, either as an increase in MAB for existing licenses or 

granting of new licenses should by principle be sold to market price. The price for an increase 

in MAB for existing licenses must obviously be set to a fixed price as the increase only have 

one buyer. Prices for new licenses should be determined by using auctions. Auctioning of 

licenses secures that the proper resource rent is extracted on behalf of society so that the 

return on natural resources benefits society. Further, it is recommended that a significant 

share of the revenue from sale of licenses is distributed to the respective counties and 

municipalities where production occurs so the districts get a fair share of the wealth created.  
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8.4 Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to find out if the industrial policy and consequently the 

different political instruments have succeeded in developing the industry within the frames of 

sustainable development. Overall, the industrial policy has been successful in ensuring a 

balanced and sustainable development. The industry has become one of the most important 

export industries in the country. Large public financing of R&D in addition to strict 

environmental regulations are the most important reasons for the success achieved. The 

salmon aquaculture industry in Norway has performed better than its biggest competitor, 

Chile, which has had a more liberal industrial policy in almost all aspects compared to the 

Norwegian policymaking. The big difference is the environmental problems where Chile has 

had far larger problems than Norway and has had to decrease its total production of salmon.  

The ways in which the policies have been carried out have not been optimal, as both the 

Porter and Kydland analysis revealed. Also, the social interest could have been better taken 

care of by auctioning off new licenses to benefit society through the collection of resource 

rent. The industry will need clear and predictable policies that can facilitate good investments 

that trigger creative solutions which in turn increase the industries competitiveness and solve 

the environmental issues.  

The government has succeeded in balancing the different needs that pertain to social, 

environmental and economic sustainability. Environmental factors are given the most weight 

to secure a profitable future and that future generations can benefit from the industry and 

value created. The most important choice in future industrial policy in Norwegian salmon 

aquaculture is to weigh environmental sustainability against economic growth. The industry 

and the government agree that environmental sustainability must be a prerequisite for future 

growth so the potential of the industry is not destroyed by shortsighted thinking. Therefore, a 

policy rule based on environmental indicators is recommended to control future increases in 

production capacity.  
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Source: Saunders et al., 2009 
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Utvalg
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Antall selskap i utvalget stk 106 106 101 92 94 91 88

Antall tillatelser i utvalget stk 619 660 670 657 634 688 685

Gj. antall tillatelser per selskap stk 5,8 6,2 6,6 7,1 6,7 7,6 7,8

Antall tillatelser i drift (populasjonen) 1) stk 906 971 974 998 996 1011 1009
1) Kilde: Fiskeridirektoratets foreløpige statistikk for akvakultur

Resultatregnskap
Gjennomsnittstall per selskap for hele landet

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

   Salgsinntekt av laks kr 108.293.624 145.805.580 202.514.128 199.851.755 188.340.317 310.090.815 323.814.089

   Salgsinntekt av regnbueørret kr 12.061.665 12.972.841 17.368.759 16.434.704 17.696.646 24.657.389 26.029.287

   Forsikringsutbetaling kr 421.225 529.432 474.970 226.051 212.813 535.300 757.984

   Annen driftsinntekt kr 8.539.694 8.069.113 7.777.145 7.841.744 13.225.643 13.744.604 13.115.057

Sum driftsinntekter kr 129.316.208 167.376.966 228.135.003 224.354.256 219.475.419 349.028.107 363.716.417

   Smoltkostnad kr 12.604.405 13.290.594 16.607.989 20.167.144 19.910.692 21.949.758 26.908.202

   Fôrkostnad kr 58.806.268 67.465.852 74.490.054 97.638.739 99.938.762 115.363.121 126.461.796

   Forsikringskostnad (fisk) kr 897.798 940.545 1.039.978 1.200.119 1.107.671 1.126.879 1.096.912

   Slaktekostnad inkl. fraktkostnad kr 14.051.001 16.100.875 19.256.184 22.407.107 24.583.879 26.461.055 26.269.093

   Beholdningsendring (+/-) kr 11.083.482 8.883.816 7.716.594 15.516.949 8.196.209 8.156.787 15.784.712

   Lønnskostnader kr 8.597.139 8.811.270 11.462.678 14.242.190 14.249.441 18.034.533 20.528.302

   Avskrivninger på immaterielle eiendeler kr 41.670 42.179 0 0 -110.621 -137.122 0

   Avskrivninger på driftsmidler kr 6.386.181 6.791.567 7.876.677 9.697.933 10.562.459 12.365.706 13.516.055

   Kostnad vedr. annen virksomhet kr 3.568.907 3.335.548 2.469.107 2.273.338 3.181.623 4.507.745 6.119.272

   Annen driftskostnad kr 22.318.534 24.570.912 27.682.557 35.391.976 40.031.425 65.214.721 66.227.556

Sum driftskostnader kr 116.188.420 132.465.526 153.168.631 187.501.598 205.259.122 256.729.609 271.342.478

Driftsresultat kr 13.127.789 34.911.440 74.966.372 36.852.658 14.216.297 92.298.499 92.373.939

   Finansinntekter kr 2.090.419 2.327.256 3.099.092 4.285.504 3.861.015 3.417.763 5.406.885

   Finanskostnader kr 7.709.076 4.927.977 5.057.750 5.973.965 5.857.147 6.199.979 7.539.694

Netto finanskostnader kr -5.618.657 -2.600.721 -1.958.658 -1.688.461 -1.996.132 -2.782.216 -2.132.809

Ord. Resultat før skattekostnad kr 7.509.132 32.310.719 73.007.714 35.164.197 12.220.165 89.516.283 90.241.130



 

 

 

Balanseregnskap
Gjennomsnittstall per selskap for hele landet

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Immaterielle eiendeler kr 37.394.453 38.913.024 43.123.357 48.427.928 49.630.369 59.737.588 72.492.278

   Bygninger og annen fast eiendom kr 6.530.816 7.113.868 7.898.817 11.799.166 13.835.191 18.146.073 20.653.613

   Oppdrettsutstyr og båter kr 26.553.141 29.307.039 32.445.960 46.747.269 44.528.287 54.439.413 61.802.203

   Driftsløsøre kr 6.253.609 4.670.725 6.657.073 5.533.516 4.631.449 8.697.085 7.424.101

Sum varige driftsmidler kr 39.337.566 41.091.632 47.001.850 64.079.951 62.994.927 81.282.572 89.879.917

Finansielle anleggsmidler kr 11.444.846 13.219.994 32.308.716 33.319.262 27.505.822 31.709.780 37.534.092

Sum anleggsmidler kr 88.176.865 93.224.650 122.433.923 145.827.142 140.131.118 172.729.940 199.906.287

   Varer kr 78.275.288 82.113.160 94.282.006 116.804.049 119.180.741 142.738.697 156.049.645

   Fordringer og investeringer kr 34.664.931 46.984.420 64.573.896 72.517.364 87.107.898 125.519.354 143.026.978

   Bankinnskudd og kontanter kr 4.851.025 9.323.743 25.989.360 12.317.291 4.990.783 18.726.455 26.731.675

Sum omløpsmidler kr 117.791.244 138.421.323 184.845.262 201.638.704 211.279.423 286.984.506 325.808.297

Sum eiendeler kr 205.968.109 231.645.973 307.279.185 347.465.845 351.410.540 459.714.446 525.714.584

Egenkapital kr 66.465.901 78.264.751 121.025.217 128.596.621 116.179.551 167.516.808 192.944.251

  Avsetning for forpliktelse kr 18.760.814 22.435.772 26.730.760 32.974.679 30.291.743 42.626.762 44.928.824

  Annen langsiktig gjeld kr 61.954.326 57.293.780 59.283.480 78.330.424 77.641.020 94.438.992 100.222.081

  Kortsiktig gjeld kr 58.787.068 73.651.670 100.239.728 107.564.121 127.298.226 155.131.885 187.619.428

Sum gjeld kr 139.502.208 153.381.222 186.253.968 218.869.224 235.230.990 292.197.638 332.770.333

Sum gjeld og egenkapital kr 205.968.109 231.645.973 307.279.185 347.465.845 351.410.540 459.714.446 525.714.584

Salg, beregnet produksjon og andre lønnsomhetsmål
Gjennomsnittstall per selskap for hele landet

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Solgt mengde av laks kg 4.887.966 5.826.527 6.444.257 7.742.733 8.214.499 9.360.899 9.757.230

Solgt mengde av regnbueørret kg 605.959 532.320 550.439 630.644 782.599 783.823 776.971

Produksjon av fisk kg 5.924.652 6.754.761 6.781.502 8.875.713 9.206.725 10.029.311 10.689.182

Produksjon per årsverk kg 395.494 446.292 368.320 403.083 423.426 365.843 366.559

Antall årsverk 15,0 15,1 18,4 22,0 21,7 27,4 29,2

Fôrfaktor (økonomisk) 1,28 1,28 1,35 1,24 1,21 1,25 1,22

Fôrpris kr 7,80 7,84 8,15 8,88 8,94 9,19 9,68

Salgspris per kilo solgt laks kr 22,16 25,02 31,43 25,81 22,93 33,13 33,19

Salgspris per kilo solgt regnbueørret kr 19,91 24,37 31,55 26,06 22,61 31,46 33,50

Salgspris per kilo solgt fisk (laks og regnbueørret)kr 21,91 24,97 31,44 25,83 22,90 33,00 33,21

Produksjonsverdi kr 131.438.771 167.662.237 227.599.482 231.803.409 214.233.172 342.904.991 365.628.088

Produksjonsverdi per årsverk kr 8.774.063 11.077.575 12.361.489 10.527.156 9.852.789 12.508.259 12.538.295



 

Beregnede nøkkeltall
Gjennomsnittstall per selskap for hele landet

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Total rentabilitet % 7,4 16,1 25,4 11,8 5,1 20,8 18,6

Driftsmargin % 10,2 20,9 32,9 16,4 6,5 26,4 25,4

Overskuddsgrad % 11,6 22,2 34,3 17,7 8,4 27,9 26,7

Likviditetsgrad 1 % 200,4 187,9 184,4 187,5 166,0 185,0 173,7

Likviditetsgrad 2 % 67,2 76,5 90,3 78,9 72,3 93,0 90,5

Rentedekningsgrad % 197,4 755,7 1.543,5 688,6 308,6 1.543,8 1.296,9

Egenkapitalandel % 32,3 33,8 39,4 37,0 33,1 36,4 36,7

Andel kortsiktig gjeld % 28,5 31,8 32,6 31,0 36,2 33,7 35,7

Andel langsiktig gjeld % 39,2 34,4 28,0 32,0 30,7 29,8 27,6

Beregnede kostnader per kilo produsert fisk
Gjennomsnittstall per selskap for hele landet

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

   Smoltkostnad per kilo kr 2,13 1,97 2,45 2,27 2,16 2,19 2,52

   Fôrkostnad per kilo kr 9,93 9,99 10,98 11,00 10,85 11,50 11,83

   Forsikringskostnad per kilo kr 0,15 0,14 0,15 0,14 0,12 0,11 0,10

   Lønnskostnad per kilo kr 1,45 1,30 1,69 1,60 1,55 1,80 1,92

   Avskrivninger per kilo kr 1,08 1,01 1,16 1,09 1,15 1,23 1,26

   Annen driftskostnad per kilo kr 2,93 2,94 3,30 3,36 3,26 5,58 5,54

   Netto finanskostnad per kilo kr 0,95 0,39 0,29 0,19 0,22 0,28 0,20

Produksjonskostnad per kilo kr 18,61 17,73 20,03 19,66 19,31 22,69 23,38

   Slaktekostnad per kilo kr 2,37 2,38 2,84 2,52 2,67 2,64 2,46

Sum kostnad per kilo kr 20,98 20,11 22,87 22,18 21,98 25,33 25,83
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Forecast assumptions Historic growth* 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

Production volume 4.42 % avg** avg** 4.42 % 4.42% 4.42 % 4.42 % 4.42 %

Feed Price 3.14 % 3.14 % 3.14 % 3.14 % 3.14 % 3.14 % 3.14 % 3.14 %

Feed Conversion Rate 0.62 % 0.62 % 0.62 % 0.62 % 0.62 % 0.62 % 0.62 % 0.62 %

Smolt cost 2.43 % 2.43 % 2.43 % 2.43 % 2.43 % 2.43 % 2.43 % 2.43 %

Insurance Cost 5.42% avg** avg** avg** avg** avg** avg** avg**

Labor cost 4.09 % 4.09 % 4.09 % 4.09 % 4.09 % 4.09 % 4.09 % 4.09 %

Net Operating Expenses 2.15 % 2.15 % 2.15 % 2.15 % 2.15 % 2.15 % 2.15 % 2.15 %

Investments in new equipment 5.16 % 5.16 % 5.16 % 5.16 % 5.16 % 5.16 % 5.16 % 5.16 %

Depreciation 6.73 % avg** avg** avg** avg** avg** avg** avg**

Net Financial Expenses 16.43 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 %

* Annual average growth from 2008 - 2014

** Average of 2008-2014 in NOK



D) 

 

 

Value Drivers 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Production volum (kg) kg 1.014.561 1.084.856 1.022.286 1.242.870 1.365.035 1.326.551 1.373.209

Feed cost (kg) NOK 9,95 10,01 10,97 11,02 10,85 11,50 11,83

Smolt cost (kg) NOK 2,13 1,97 2,45 2,27 2,16 2,19 2,52

Insurance cost (kg) NOK 0,15 0,14 0,15 0,14 0,12 0,11 0,10

Labor cost (kg) NOK 1,45 1,30 1,69 1,60 1,55 1,80 1,92

Net Operating expenses (kg) NOK 2,93 2,94 3,30 3,36 3,26 5,58 5,54

Inv. In new equipment NOK 1.488.706 854.375 1.216.475 1.864.744 1.136.056 1.430.962 2.117.273

Depreciation NOK 1.100.731 1.097.541 1.187.380 1.358.006 1.549.642 1.617.443 1.736.369

Net financial expenses NOK 962.161 417.692 295.260 236.436 295.957 367.997 273.996

Forward Prices (kg) NOK 25,99 24,70 28,11 33,19 30,25 29,06 30,58

Tax rate % 0,28 0,28 0,28 0,28 0,28 0,28 0,27

Net Working Capital NOK 12.029.040 10.371.076 10.657.736 17.294.527 15.802.784 14.561.630 15.955.013

Value Drivers 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

Production volum (kg) kg 1.204.195 1.204.195 1.257.410 1.312.975 1.370.996 1.431.582 1.494.844

Feed cost (kg) NOK 12,13 12,43 12,74 13,06 13,38 13,72 14,06

Smolt cost (kg) NOK 2,58 2,64 2,71 2,77 2,84 2,91 2,98

Insurance cost (kg) NOK 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13 0,13

Labor cost (kg) NOK 2,00 2,08 2,17 2,25 2,35 2,44 2,54

Net Operating expenses (kg) NOK 5,66 5,78 5,91 6,03 6,16 6,30 6,43

Inv. In new equipment NOK -2.226.534 -2.341.434 -2.462.263 -2.589.328 -2.722.949 -2.863.467 -3.011.235

Depreciation NOK 1.378.159 1.378.159 1.378.159 1.378.159 1.378.159 1.378.159 1.378.159

Net financial expenses NOK 269.930 265.925 261.980 258.092 254.263 250.490 246.774

Forward Prices (kg) NOK 36,26 36,26 36,26 36,26 36,26 36,26 36,26

Tax rate % 0,27 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25

Net Working Capital NOK 17.302.025 17.302.025 18.066.613 18.864.988 19.698.643 20.569.138 21.478.101
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Analytical Income Statement Forecast 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

Revenues 43.664.124     43.664.124   45.593.669   47.608.482   49.712.330   51.909.149   54.203.047   

Feed Cost -14.602.652    -14.967.583  -16.019.590  -17.145.539  -18.350.625  -19.640.412  -21.020.852  

Smolt Cost -3.105.112     -3.180.661    -3.402.023    -3.638.791    -3.892.038    -4.162.909    -4.452.632    

Insurance Cost -157.343        -157.343       -164.296       -171.556       -179.137       -187.054       -195.320       

Wage Cost -2.407.098     -2.505.428    -2.723.014    -2.959.497    -3.216.517    -3.495.859    -3.799.460    

Gross Profit 23.391.919   22.853.109 23.284.746 23.693.099 24.074.013 24.422.916 24.734.783 

Net Operating Expenses -6.816.444     -6.963.195    -7.427.439    -7.922.633    -8.450.843    -9.014.269    -9.615.259    

EBITDA 16.575.475   15.889.914 15.857.307 15.770.465 15.623.170 15.408.647 15.119.524 

Depreciation -1.378.159     -1.378.159    -1.378.159    -1.378.159    -1.378.159    -1.378.159    -1.378.159    

EBIT 15.197.316   14.511.755 14.479.148 14.392.307 14.245.011 14.030.488 13.741.365 

Tax on EBIT -4.103.275     -3.627.939    -3.619.787    -3.598.077    -3.561.253    -3.507.622    -3.435.341    

Tax Shield 72.881           66.481          65.495          64.523          63.566          62.623          61.693          

NOPAT 11.094.041   10.883.816 10.859.361 10.794.230 10.683.758 10.522.866 10.306.024 

Net Financial Expenses Before Tax -269.930        -265.925       -261.980       -258.092       -254.263       -250.490       -246.774       

Tax Shield 72.881           66.481          65.495          64.523          63.566          62.623          61.693          

Net Financial Expenses After Tax -197.049       -199.444     -196.485     -193.569     -190.697     -187.868     -185.080     

Net earnings 10.896.992   10.684.372 10.662.876 10.600.661 10.493.061 10.334.998 10.120.943 
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Cash Flow Statement 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

NOPAT 11.094.041     10.883.816   10.859.361   10.794.230   10.683.758   10.522.866   10.306.024   

Depreciation 1.378.159       1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     1.378.159     

Change in Net Working Capital -1.347.013     -                  -764.587       -798.375       -833.656       -870.495       -908.963       

Net Investments -3.604.693     -3.719.593    -3.840.422    -3.967.486    -4.101.108    -4.241.625    -4.389.394    

Free Cash Flow to Firm 7.520.494     8.542.383   7.632.511   7.406.527   7.127.153   6.788.904   6.385.825   

Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal

Free Cash Flow to Firm 7.520.494       8.542.383     7.632.511     7.406.527     7.127.153     6.788.904     6.385.825     

WACC 8,91% 8,91% 8,91% 8,91% 8,91% 8,91%

Discount Factor 0,92 0,84 0,77 0,71 0,65 0,60

Present value FCF 6.905.285     7.201.940   5.908.444   5.264.481   4.651.492   4.068.282   59.706.443 

Value of License 2014

SUM present value FCF 33.999.924     

Present value Terminal 59.706.443     

Estimated Value of License 93.706.366   

Price Value

10% 144.693.651

0% 93.706.366

-10% 42.719.082



G) 

 

Time/Innovation

2010

2005

2000

1995

1990

1985

1980

Fish feed                             Fish health                           Equipment                            Product                             Processing                                 Other

Micro-balance Target Lice

Dry fish feed replaces larva

Lipobalance

New quality criteria for fish 
flour gives more stable fish 

feed

AminoBalance

Preventive helath-feed 

Glukan

Increasingly more 

alternative raw material in 

fish feed

Syntetic astaxanthin 
commercial avaiable 

PD vaccine 

Micro-vaccine

Vaccine with DNA-

technology

Vivid feed to marine

Halving of vaccine dose 

AlphaMAX 

Virus vaccine 

Oil-based vaccine against 
furunculosis

Vaccine against cold-water 

vibriose

Fishtalk

85% automatic feeding

Appetite feed control

Central-feeding system

More licenses per 

facility

Fish feed automata

Fish feed facilities

Salma Salmon

20 new products 

introduced in UK

Ecological salmon

Salmon dices

Salmon in potion packs

Fillet the dominant 

product in retail

Branding and country of 

origin

Smaller packages

Sliced smoked salmon

Pre rigo filleting

Grading sorts

Gutting machine

Pinbone out filleting

Gutting injunctions

Area slaughter house

Salmon slaughter house

Fishpool

Certification scheme

Breeding law revised

Direct Hedge

IPO of Pan Fish

Contract sale, fish feed 

quotas

Value chain integration, 

FNL established

Air transportation, 

breeding law

Salmon trucks

Categories




